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The President’s Message

Welcome to SRI LANKA ASSOCIATION OF NSW Inc. (SLA) 2021

“Thorathuru”.

No doubt the coronavirus pandemic has posed several

challenges for all of us. All levels of government together with

community leaders across the state confronted many

challenges as well as worked together to provide assistance.

Even though many vulnerable members of the community fell

through various gaps, there were many initiatives to stem the

spread of this virus and safeguard peoples’ wellbeing. Our

community organisations initiated many programs to extend

the support to the community members. Also, our

organisation strongly advocates for providing necessary

equitable measures and basic safety net for all persons

residing in Australia while we all combat the challenges posed

by this pandemic. SLA collaborated with a number of

organisations to provide legal advocacy, community advocacy,

some financial support, material support, information

dissemination and vaccination drive. I am so proud of our

initiative to collaborate with Sri Lankan restaurants and Sri

Lankan spice shops to raise funds for Sri Lanka Covid Aid and

to support COVID affected Sri Lankans in NSW respectively.

These alliances not only achieve our focus to support people

affected by this pandemic but also the small businesses who

have been impacted due to lockdown.

When our organisation was established in 1973 it was aimed

at bringing the rich values and culture of our Nation together

through providing a common and inclusive meeting ground for

everyone from Sri Lankan heritage living in NSW. I am

convinced that you all agree that SLA has demonstrated its

intended focus and the strong 48 years of strong existence in

NSW to date.

We are strong in expanding our reach through collaborations

to build effective engagements. We have given leadership to

intergenerational interactions, Women Leadership, community

advocacy, bridge community harmony, social support, and

cohesion.
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We are pleased to announce that our SLA website will be

relaunched with a new look soon.

This is your organisation. The Sri Lankan community is to

flourish with the organisation and the organisation requires

the support of the community to thrive in future. We

welcome your active engagement and your constructive

feedback with your unique perspectives, experiences, and

expertise to improve. I encourage you all to be part of it to

make a difference. We are looking forward to welcoming you

to the Association.

Finally, it would not have been able to achieve all the

successes without the support of the wonderful team/s, our

members and well-wishers.  Our very special thanks to Dr

Lakshman Randeniya for his professional support extended to

us to bring this edition of Thorathuru to you.

Nalika Padmasena

President (2020-2021)

The Editor’s Note

I undertook to edit this issue of Thorathuru on invitation of my

dear friend Mohan Seneviratne. I consider the opportunity

given as a great privilege and the least I can do to assist this

esteemed organisation.

The contents in the Newsletter were provided to me by Nalika

Padmasena, Anula Dissanayake and the other respective

authors. Nalika and Anula helped me design and edit the

newsletter to its current form.

I am totally responsible and apologise for any editorial

oversights. I am not a professional Newsletter editor.

Through the editing process I came to realise the impressive

and wide-ranging projects carried out by Nalika and the team

under very difficult and restricted circumstances. I take my hat

off to their unwavering commitment to the advancement of

our community and the Sri Lanka Association.

I thoroughly enjoyed reading and editing letters of wide

ranging topics, memoirs, book reviews, poems and others.

One difficult task I faced personally was to edit and line up

various articles that have associations with Mr Sunil de Silva,

knowing that he is no more. He was a unique individual with

intelligence, knowledge, talents and a sense of social

advancement and humor surpassed only by a very few. We will

miss him dearly.

Lucky (Dr Lakshman Randeniya)
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The SLA Committee 2020-2021

On 13 December 2020, the annual general meeting for the Sri

Lanka Association was held and because of the pandemic

restrictions  some members participated  face-to-face and the

others participated via Zoom. The  meeting was attended by

Mr Philip Ruddock, former federal minister, and now Mayor for

Hornsby Shire and Councillor Susai Benjamin, Blacktown City.

The elected committee is shown on the right.

Mr Sunil De Silva passed away in February 2021.

Sunil de Silva was a pioneering member of the SLA and

contributed to the community in great many ways. We will

miss his wisdom and scholarly counsel in all things we do.

Late Mr Sunil De Silva, Attorney General of Sri Lanka (1988-1992)
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SLA Activities in 2020-2021

NSW Sri Lanka Support Network (NSSN)
The NSW Sri Lanka Support Network (NSSN) was established

to support the people affected during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The initiative was first launched in 2020 in collaboration with

the  Sinhalese Cultural Forum (SCF) and the Austra-Lanka

Muslim Association (ALMA).  The NSSN was able to support

families with food, special medical needs, links to a jobs

network, social and mental support and legal advocacy (for

school fee relief, university fee relief and rental reliefs). The

employment network created a special link between the

businesses and affected members of the community.  The Sri

Lanka  Association lobbied for the rights and privileges for the

international students through negotiations with the

Australian Government and the network of Australian

Universities.

SLA also started connecting with the community through

weekly online gatherings from March 2020.  In 2021, we

re-convened this program on Fridays at 5.30pm to make it

accessible to many community members

Project with Good 360
With the second wave and the lockdown, we revised our

support activities and made collaborations with the Tamil

Resettlement & Community Konnect (TRACK) Australia.

Through this initiative, we were able to secure cleaning

products from Good360 to support 100 families of the Sri

Lankan Community.

The Story of Good360

In 2012, Good360 founder Alison Covington discovered

Good360USA had been operating in the USA and was amazed

by the scale and efficiency.  Over 35 years Good360USA, has

distributed USD$9billion of brand new non-perishable goods

to 80,000 Not for Profits thanks to 400+ corporate partners

including Walmart, HP, GAP, 3M, NIKE & The Home Depot.

Alison immediately knew that Australia needed Good360!
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The cleaning products donated by Good360

Their initiatives are based on

● Kindness

● Integrity

● Collaboration

● Innovation

Thank you Good360 for your kindness and collaboration.

New initiative with the Sri Lankan Spice
shops
Our newest initiative is to collaborate with Sri Lankan

restaurants and Sri Lankan spice shops to raise funds for Sri

Lanka Covid Aid and to support COVID affected Sri Lankans in

NSW respectively. The initiative achieved dual purposes of

supporting the people affected by the pandemic while keeping

the small businesses afloat during the lockdowns. Sri Lanka

Association greatly appreciates the support received from

NSW government and Multicultural NSW through Covid

support grant.

National flower of

Sri Lanka (The Nil

Manel, Nympheae

stellata)
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Sri Lanka Covid Aid Austral-Asia Project
(SLCAA)
SLA in conjunction with a number of organisations in Sydney,

Victoria and NZ established Sri Lanka Covid Aid Austral-Asia

(SLCAA) to support emergency Covid situations in Sri Lanka.

The second wave of Covid severely challenged the hospital

capacity and made a devastating impact in the society. The

situation  gave rise to severe shortages in food, medical

equipment, medicine and personal protection equipment in

the country. We chose to collaborate with the Sarvodaya

Sramadana Movement, Sri Lanka Red Cross Society and Sri

Lanka Rotary Colombo North and Colombo Regency Clubs to

channel our assistance to the people in Sri Lanka.
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We have undertaken a number of projects including a project

to provide a new water supply to Monaragala Thanamalwila

intermediate patient’s treatment Centre.  We also provided

1000 Personal Protective Equipment for frontline health staff,

assistance to vulnerable communities in Colombo and regional

villages and awareness programs for prevention measures.

Currently we are working on providing community support to

rural villages in Sri Lanka and several hospital medical needs

are being assessed as we speak.
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Our latest project was to support three hospitals (Ragama

teaching hospital, Kegalle General Hospital, Diyatalawa Base

Hospital) who are in desperate need of fully equipped High

Dependency Units (HDU) to offer care for those who need

oxygen immediately. The total value of this project was

estimated to be AUD 66,789 and we raised A$ 15,000 towards

this project which is expected to be completed in

2021. Various Rotary clubs topped up our contributions to

meet the total value. Our special thanks to the World Fund of

The Rotary Foundation and Rotary Clubs of Hills-Kellyville,

Lane Cove, Colombo North for their full support.

Media interviews on SLCAA
An Interview on Aus Lanka TV

https://www.facebook.com/auslankatvpage/videos/5409873139788

86

SBS Sinhala radio program:

https://www.sbs.com.au/language/english/audio/sri-lanka-covid-aid

-australia-s-program-to-help-people-affected-by-the-corona-epidem

ic-in-sri-lanka

The Vanissai-Tamil_24 Radio Program in Werribee, Australia
https://youtu.be/a6criNK689o

Fundraising events for SLCAA
We are graciously supported by Kithsiri Karunaratna and Dr

Somarathna Dissanayake by allowing us to screen the film

“Tsunami” to raise funds for the SLCAA (Sri Lanka Covid Aid

Australasia). We were lucky to have a small window of

opportunity during the pandemic to screen this fabulous

movie on 20 June at the Events Cinema, Castle Hill, and our

sincere thanks to all who came and supported the project.
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SLA Biryani Drive was conducted to raise funds for SLCAA in

collaboration with the Flavour of Ceylon (Pendle Hill),

Colombo 21 (Castle Hill), Student Biryani (Auburn & Surry Hills)

and Mehfil (Auburn). This project was conducted successfully

during the second lockdown in Sydney from June 2021 to the

end of September 2021. We thank and recognise

Austra-Lanka Muslim Association (ALMA) for their generous

contribution by selling over 230 biriyani tickets.

Appeal for Astrazeneca Vaccine for Sri Lanka
We also collaborated with a large number of organisations to

send a united appeal to the Australian government to supply

AstraZeneca vaccines to Sri Lanka. This was during a period

where the Covid-19 cases in Sri Lanka were going up rapidly

and access to effective vaccines were limited.

The Government acknowledged our request and promised to

consider the request.
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Celebration of the Independence Day
Sri Lanka’s 73rd Independence Day was celebrated by the Sri

Lankan community on 6th February 2021 at the Don Moore

Community Center, North Rocks. Led by the Sri Lanka

Association of NSW (SLA) and the Sinhalese Cultural Forum

(SCF), the event was jointly organised by Austra-Lanka Muslim

Association, Tamils Seniors Association, Sri Lanka Malay

Association, NSW Sri Lanka Catholic Association and Seniors of

Sri Lanka Association and Orange Leaf.

The Welcome speech was given by the President SLA, Ms

Nalika Padmasena.

Four Australian Government representatives spoke at the

event including the Honourable Michelle Rowland (Video

message) federal Member of Parliament for Greenway and the

shadow minister for communications, Mr Kevin Connolly MLA,

State member for Riverstone, the Honourable Philip Ruddock

AO, Mayor of Hornsby Shire and Councillor Ryan Tracey of Hills

Shire Council.

The Keynote speech was given by Mr Sunil De Silva*, former

Attorney General of Sri Lanka on the theme “Remembering

those who fought for our independence from 1815 to 1948”.
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He brought his considerable knowledge of history and legal

aspects to the speech. The Sri Lankan school children from

North Parramatta Sinhala School and Mr Bala Thiru sang the

National Anthem and various performances were given by

many, including Wagga Wagga Sinhala School, Blacktown

Sinhala School, Bollyfit Dance Academy, SLA Seniors Choir and

Orange Leaf Seniors and some individuals. We are grateful

and thankful to them for agreeing to perform at a very short

notice.

A vote of thanks was given by the President of the Sinhalese

Cultural Forum, Ms Madhuri Arampatta.
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The organisers wish to thank all those who provided food,

manned the audio-visual equipment, and helped the event in

many different ways.

You may have a look at more photos of the event at

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10224920289902851&type=

3

*Sadly, not long after the delivery of this speech,, Sunil as he was popularly

known, passed away on the 28th of February. Therefore, this marked his last

public appearance among his beloved Sri Lankan community.

You may have a look at more photos of the event at

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10224920289902851&type=

3

Members of the SLA committee at the Independence event
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SLA engagement with the seniors

Seniors Monthly Open Days
Commencing from April 2019, SLA runs monthly Seniors Open

Days at two locations.  One at Pennant Hills (Learning &

Leisure Centre) and the other at the Blacktown SydWest

Multicultural Services.  This was an extension to the monthly

gatherings conducted at Pennant Hills Community centre

commencing from 2018. The addition of Blacktown seniors’

gatherings was facilitated through the generous support of the

SydWest Multicultural Services. In these gatherings, various

information sessions and activities connecting the senior

members of our community to various services, for example,

My Agedcare, Dementia Care, Centrelink services, Legal Rights,

Healthy Living, Safety and independent living options were

discussed.

In  2021, due to lockdowns, SLA managed to hold only 2

face-to-face events. The get together held on the 8-March-

2021 was an outstanding event  as this was the first gathering

after prolonged lockdowns and restrictions due to Covid-19

pandemic. Indrani Wijesekara, one of our 2021 committee

members, provided a grand lunch for the attendants in

memory of her late husband Ranjith which was enjoyed by all

attendees.  All enjoyed the musical entertainment provided by

Saliya and the other organised activities. Shanthi as usual

trained and presented a few songs.

The lunch was provided by Indrani, in memory of Ranjith

Some willing participants of the March 2021 event
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The participants enjoying music and lunch

Weekly Online Gatherings during Covid-19

SLA conducted weekly gatherings via Zoom throughout the

lockdown period starting from 31 March 2020.

We had special segments from Leader of the Band Black, Ranil,

who joined from Sri Lanka to entertain the gathering.  Also, we

had Singing Chef from Canada and Dinidu Shane Jayaweera

who is a finalist of Derana Dream Star from Sri Lanka joining to

entertain the gathering.  To commemorate the International

Older Persons Day, we had Ms Pat Joyce,  Seniors Rights and

Services  advocate joining and addressing the Sundown

gathering on 1 October 2021. During the gatherings, we were

able to discuss and engage in conversation and listen to talks

given on various topics concerning history, arts, culture and

religion.  For example, we learned and discussed classic

contributions to the Sri Lankan political landscape, education,

literature and art by Srimath Anagarika Dharmapala, Dr Martin

Wickramasinghe, Ananda Samarakoon Mahagama Sekera and

Henry Jayasena, Sybil Weetasinghe and others. Together, we

also celebrated Sinhala and Tamil New Year (with Sahan

Ranwala from SL), Vesak festival and Poson festival (with Ven.

Dhammagaveshi thero), Ramadan festival and Mothers Day.

The events provided ample opportunities for sharing stories,

singing and learning more about meditation, energy,

government programs and other topics of interest from the

experts in the field.
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Sundown Gatherings (from July 2021)
SLA reviewed the community engagement following the

second wave of COVID and the lockdown in the middle of

2021.  As a result, SLA recommenced the Weekly Gathering,

with the new name of “Sundown Gathering” on Fridays at

5.30pm for the wider audience.   The sharing of

experiences/ideas, singing, trivia, talent show and educational

sessions all continue in a fun filled environment. SLA extends

its sincere gratitude to Saliya Tennakoon and his team for their

continuing support in conducting the weekly segments and

preparation of marketing materials.

Support from Blacktown City Council
We received a contribution from the Blacktown City, Councillor

Carol Israel towards Seniors activities improvements.  We are

strategically using this grant towards improving our website

reach to the seniors’ service provision.  We appreciate the

support extended by Councillor Israel and the Blacktown City.

We are looking forward to releasing our new-look website

soon.

SLA President receiving the cheque from Clr Israel.

The Jungle Fowl, Sri Lanka National Bird
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New Year Celebration with the seniors

SLA celebrated Sinhala & Tamil New Year with seniors on 12

April 2021 at the Pennant Hills Leisure & Learning Centre.  Sri

Lanka Consul General Mr Lakshman Hulugalla and the Mayor

of Hornsby Shire Hon Philip Ruddock were among the invited

guests. There was a traditional sweet table and a sumptuous

traditional rice & curry lunch provided to over 80 participants.

As always Saliya and Shriyani Tennakoon put together a

marvelous entertainment session and traditional games

segment for the seniors.
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Launch of SLA Women's Network

Sri Lankan Association Women’s Network (SLAWN) was

launched on 7 March 2021 in the presence of Her Excellency

Margaret Beazley AO, QC, the Governor of NSW.  SLA is very

grateful to Her Excellency for her graceful appearance and the

thoughts shared with  120 Sri Lankan women of all ages

present at the event. The function was also attended by the

Mayor for Hills Shire Dr Michelle Byrne and a managing

director for NRMA Insurance Ms Samnatha Abeydheera.

Sri Lanka Association’s Women’s Network was born with a very

informal discussion at the Parramatta Women’s Shelter Launch

in October 2019 which led towards the planning for the 2020

initiatives.  The launch that was planned for 3 May 2020 had to

be postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the

lockdown.

The intention of the Network is to engage women from the

sub-continent and in particular the women from Sri Lanka in

conversation of topics that are considered taboo due to

cultural influences. Raising awareness would allow the women

to get a better understanding of the difficulties they face and

reach out for professional assistance when needed.  Some

photographs of the event are shown here.

After lighting the traditional oil lamp; from the left Mayor for Hills Shire Dr

Michelle Byrne and daughter, NRMA Managing Director Samantha

Abeydheera,  Her Excellency Margeret Beazley AO and the SLA President

Nalika Padmasena
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Some members of the SLAWN working group

SLAWN Initiatives
A number of initiatives have been taken by the SLA Women’s
Network so far to support the health and wellbeing of women
in our community.

● SLAWN made representations at the NSW Parliament

House consultation into Domestic Violence and

particular challenges within multicultural communities.

● Launched a breast cancer and cervical cancer

awareness campaign in collaboration with the Pink Sari

Inc.

● Knit a Square project to support women who escape

violence and who are homeless

● Support extended to the Parramatta Women’s Shelter

Success story; NSW spends big on
tackling domestic violence
The NSW Government recently (19/10) announced one of the

biggest investments in tackling domestic violence, spending

almost $484.3 million on extra refuges for women and children

fleeing their home.  More than $464 million will be spent over

four years for building self-contained accommodation with

easy access to counseling,  legal assistance, education,

employment support, meeting facilities, playgrounds and

communal kitchens.
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SLAWN and Pink Sari Inc. collaborations
on women’s health
As a result of the representations made by the SLAWN
continues to collaborate with the Pink Sari Inc. on issues
affecting women. SLA collaborated and supported Pink Sari Inc.

to seek funding for two new projects, ‘Beyond Pink’ and

‘Cervical Screening for Survival’ that are funded by Cancer

Institute of NSW.

‘Beyond Pink’, is mainly focused on the primary carers of

cancer patients, cancer patients and those in remission and
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survivors including secondary carers, to empower them with

information, knowledge, understanding and skills to better

support the people they are caring for as well as to take better

care of themselves.

In June, we were able to organise a workshop on ‘Cervical

Screening for Survival’  which focused on raising awareness

amongst women in the Indian and Sri Lankan communities in

Western Sydney and South Western Sydney about the

importance of early detection and the National Cervical

Screening Program.

The breast cancer awareness campaign is currently underway

in the month of October.

Breast Cancer Tips, What should I look out for?

● A new lump or lumpiness

● A change in the size or shape of the breast

● A change to the nipple, such as crusting, ulcers or

sores, redness or inversion

● A clear or bloody discharge from the nipple that occurs

without squeezing

● A change in the skin of the breast, such as redness or

dimpling

● Swelling or discomfort in the armpit

Most breast changes aren’t caused by cancer, but it is best to

see your GP for a check-up. (source NSW Cancer Council)
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Supporting women to showcase their talents
SLAWN also provides a forum for our women to showcase

their talents in public media. They may  address taboos

originating from some social and religious beliefs.  Domestic

violence is one such topic of interest.  Our first initiative was

an exhibition of paintings created by Deepika Balasuriya at the

Blacktown Max Webber Library. The artist stated that

“  Creating arts allows me to envision this world without

suffering and a place of calmness and serenity.  The beauty of

nature has allowed me to depict the peace that can be

experienced amidst this world of turmoil and suffering. Nature

has inspired me by enabling me to look deeper into the myriad

of colors and textures available and to create art which

captures the beauty around us”.

“Turmoil”, painted  by Deepika Balasuriya
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“A moment of Peace” painted by Deepika Balasuriya

“Hidden Tears” painted by Deepika Balsuriya

Annual Seniors Luncheon and
Young High Achievers Awards
Ceremony
With a flavour of multiculturalism

The Multicultural Annual Seniors’ Luncheon together with the
High Achievers Award Ceremony was held by the Sri Lanka
Association of NSW (SLA) at the Blacktown Bowman Hall on
Saturday 8th May 2021. Holding such an event was an
enormous challenge during an uncertain time due to the Covid
pandemic.

This year, we introduced a flavour of multiculturalism to the
event. The most outstanding item was the Aboriginal Smoking
Ceremony and a Didgeridoo performance by Jie Pitman who
belongs to the Darug, Wiradjuri, Yuin, Kooma & Ngemba
Nations. Jie communicated his story with his passion to share
his culture with Western Sydney communities. VIP guests and
the participants were ushered to the hall following the
smoking ceremony, which demonstrated “Respect and
Connection to the Country”.

Mohan Seneviratne Vice-President of the SLA carried out the
role of MC. After acknowledging the VIP guests, the Lighting
of the traditional oil lamp was carried out by Clr Kathy Collins
representing Clr Tony Bleasdale, the Mayor of Blacktown City,
Ms. Thida Yang, a representative of Multicultural NSW, Ms.
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Dharshini Perera representative of Senior Citizen’s Advisory
Committee Blacktown City, Mr. Laurence McDonnell, Manager
Blacktown City Library, , Ms. Shannon Wright CEO Seniors
Rights Service, Mr. Jie Pitman representing the Aboriginal
Communities, Mr Pium Attanayake President of SPUR, Mr
Harold Gunathilake a past president and most senior member
of SLA, Mrs. Indrani Wijesekara SLA Committee member
representing Sri Lankan Seniors and Ms Nalika Padmasena
President of SLA.

Ms. Mala Abeywickrama, a well-known dancing instructor
choreographed a beautiful Sri Lankan Pooja dance performed
by her students Udara Gunawardana, Rishini Abeynarayana,

Tharushi Kaluarachchi, Deleka Amarasingha, Melani
Sooriyarachchi. Pooja dance is an ancient custom that is
performed at the commencement of any significant
celebratory function with traditional music and dancing to
seek the blessings of the guardian deities of the land.

Welcome speech was given by the President Ms. Nalika
Padmasena acknowledging the immense support given by the
Multicultural NSW, Blacktown City Council and the
multicultural community groups. Presence of Jie Pitman was a
testimony to the SLA vision to create meaningful connections
with the Australian Aboriginal community with respect and
understanding.

Nalika further highlighted:

● that this event is a great example of SLA community
collaborations as well as its dedication to
intergenerational relations. During high achievers
awards SLA encourages, recognises, and rewards
extraordinary achievements of young Sri Lankans and
makes them to be the role models for the society.

● for the Sri Lankan community to be visible and to grow,
it requires to build partnerships and build the capacity
of the people.

● as a community we need to protect the rights of our
community and provide information and access for
individuals who need support and an opportunity for
anyone to raise their concerns in a safe manner.
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● Encourage community members to access services
available to the community.

● SLA activities on eco solutions, NSW COVID support
and wellbeing support through weekly gathering, and
webinars.

● That Seniors Luncheon is the celebration of the journey
and contributions and sacrifices of Sri Lankan seniors in
NSW. In 2021 it extended to seniors from multicultural
communities in Western Sydney.

The Keynote speech was delivered by Dr Kay Patterson, the
Aged Discrimination Commissioner via Zoom as she was
unable to travel due to prospective lockdown. She highlighted
the importance of community to raise awareness of Abuse of
Older People even though these can be hard conversations.
She further highlighted the work currently undertaken to
protect the rights of older workers and the solutions to
homelessness and risk of homelessness among older
Australians. She encouraged the community to be proactive in
reporting and seeking support from the relevant and
appropriate services. She commended the work SLA is
undertaking to raise awareness of seniors’ issues in
collaboration with the Senior Citizens Advisory committee,
Seniors Rights Service and the elder abuse Helpline.

The dignitaries who addressed the gathering are Ms. Jody
McKay former opposition leader and the Member for
Strathfield and Clr Susai Benjamin, the chair of Blacktown City
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Multicultural Advisory Committee. Ms. Michelle Rowland, the
federal member of parliament for Greenway and the shadow
minister for Communications sent a video message.

Ms Surathi Sappideen sang the Sri Lankan patriotic song
“mana ranjana darshaneeya Lanka” originally sung by Latha
Mangeshkar. Mrs Shanthi and Mr. Kithsiri Senadheera were
instrumental in getting the Seniors singing group to sing three
songs including an English one ‘I still call Australia Home”. Mr.
Daya Gonsalkorale as the only male singer gave the
much-needed moral support to the singing group. Mr. Loxley
Atton played the trumpet. Mrs Cissy Atton gave a beautiful
accompanying dance. Mr and Mrs Dave Passy performed a
beautiful act to a famous Hindi song and Shobha Ingleshwar
sang another famous Hindi song with the Sinhala versions.
The Mount Druitt Line Dance group gave a couple of dance
items followed by a Sinhala Baila session.

Flavour of Ceylon provided a delicious lunch; due to Corvid
restrictions lunch was served in packets instead of buffet style.

Celebration of the young high achievers

After lunch commenced the High Achievers Award Ceremony
with Kenuka Wijayathunga and Medani Athauda,former
recipients of High Achievers Awards as the Masters of
Ceremony. It started with a fusion of Tamil folk dance by
students of Yasothara Bharathi Singarayar of the Bollifit Dance
studio. A song was sung by Ms. Tharini Padukkavidane- one of

the award recipients with a dance by Parami and Devani
Kuruppu choreographed by Yuvani Mallawaracchi.

Welcome speech was given by Mrs. Anula Dissanayake, the
Secretary of the SLA. She highlighted and appreciated the hard
work, money and time spent by the parents. The young
achievers who received over 95 ATAR were recognised for their
commitment to a wide variety of social and charity work. They
were blessed to be able to reach unimaginable heights in the
future and make Sri Lanka proud.

Keynote speaker and the chief guest for the high achievers’
segment was Ms Samantha Abeydheera Managing Director of
NRMA Transport who gave a remarkable speech quoting from
her life experiences of overcoming hurdles in life and achieving
dreams in life.

This year’s High Achievers were Dineth Fernando, Mohammed
Ayoob Ajward, Vihanga Senanayake, Janika Fernando, Menuja
Guneratne, Kalindu Dahanayake, Imaadh Nafeer, Yehan
Vithanage, Sandin Jayasekara, Lehan Kulatunga, Tharini
Padukkavitanage, Surathan Jaseetharan.

The 2021 Perpetual Award was received by Dineth Fernando
by achieving 99.95 ATAR. Ms Samantha Abeydheera and Mr
Jayantha Abeydheera handed the annual trophy on behalf of
Mrs Kumudini Nanayakkara. The trophy is dedicated to the
memory of Mrs Nanayakkara’s late husband, Mr Asoka
Nanayakkara. Dineth Fernando addressed the audience on
behalf of the Award recipients.
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Final item was a dance item by a junior dance group to the
song ‘Sath Samudura’ choreographed by Ms Ishara
Amarasinghe from Manuki Ranga Dance Academy.

Vote of thanks was given by the Committee member of SLA
Mrs. Chrsitine Samuel acknowledged all the support received
by the SLA to bring this event to fruition during COVID
restrictions. Special thank you to Saliya Tennakoon for looking
after the soundtracks, entertainment, IT necessities, video and
zoom link management. Saliya is a great resource within our
community who has always provided his expertise to the
seniors’ activities. Special mention to SLA committee
members, Padmini Peries and Pink Sari team for their
generous support in management of COVID safety plan, food
distribution and front desk administration respectively. A
specific mention is also accorded to the NSW government and
the Multicultural NSW for their support through the grant, and
the Blacktown City Council for their generous collaboration.

A Raffle draw followed by a High Tea marked the conclusion of
the event. We specially acknowledge Dilmah Tea, Cherish
Biscuits, Mohan Seneviratne, Indrani Wijesekara, Nalika
Padmasena and Manori Thenuwara for their generous
contributions towards raffle prizes. There were nearly 300
guests attending both events.

We have conducted an evaluation of the event and
overwhelmingly, the highlight of the day was the Aboriginal
smoking ceremony and the multicultural community
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participation. Many have commented that they have
participated in a smoking ceremony for the first time in their
life. Participants also highly commented on the recognition of
the young people and bringing the intergenerational
connection to the event. Very positive comments about the
variety of entertainment items and for improvements for next
year. Almost everyone liked the Bowman Hall and the new
context of the event.

The Na tree (Mesua nagassarium, The Ironwood), Sri Lanka National tree
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Active engagement with all  levels
of governments

During the year 2020-21, the SLA made representations at all

levels of Government on matters important to our

communities and for Sri Lanka. One of the engagements was

the National Roundtable with PM & Minister Hawke &

Minister Wood on 28 April 2021. SLA submitted questions on

youth unemployment and mental health were picked for

discussion. In addition, the forum discussed ways to eliminate

the myths around vaccination, support for India (then ravaging

with Covid-19), the government’s commitment to implement

recommendations of the Aged Care Royal Commission,

support pathways for temporary residents & Australia's

successful quarantine system were discussed.

The Prime Minister  acknowledged the enormous

contributions made by the culturally and linguistically diverse

(CALD) entrepreneurs in this country.

On 6 October 2021, SLA met with State minister for

multiculturalism, Hon Natalie Ward and the member for Seven

Hills, Mr Mark Taylor.

SLA raised a number of important broader issues as well as

issues specific to the Sri Lankan community. In these meetings

1. Explained the context and demography of the Sri

Lankan community in NSW and the existence of SLA for

nearly 50 years.

2. We raised the significance of having a culturally

appropriate aged care facility for the community and

exploring the options for independent living.  SLA was

in the process of approaching local councils and the

local members.  Also, SLA engaged with Sri Om Care for

collaborative focus.  We expressed  our community

disappointment with the government decision to

support an Indian specific Aged Care facility rather than

a South Asian facility.

3. The pandemic posed a difficult position for temporary

travellers.  These people faced hefty charges for

renewing their visas because they could not travel.

These travellers are seeking extensions because they

are stranded in Australia and they have no other

choices.

4. There are nearly 500 Sri Lankan refugees living in NSW

without visas.  These people are severely affected by

the  COVID pandemic  and have been excluded from

the safety net.  We thanked the NSW government for

recently-announced support for these communities.

However, there are a number of issues requiring

further attention and we requested that specific
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organisations be involved in implementing a support

plan that is beneficial for all parties.

5. We discussed youth unemployment and mental

wellbeing issues in all age groups.  We discussed

several suggestions that can be looked into including

the promotion of local jobs for local people.

6. We made suggestions on ways  to engage the

community groups in delivering government services

and activities.

7. We raised the issue of various scams where all age

groups are targeted and discussed ways that

communities can be supported to raise awareness and

get appropriate assistance.

8. The current issue of homelessness and the increasing

issue of renting and housing affordability was also

discussed.  We pointed out that the SLA is assisting a

number of people in meeting rent payments. We raised

the fact that some are facing eviction which is against

the Secretary’s guidelines during the pandemic. SLA

pointed out the massive social inequality in this regard

in our community and others and suggested that the

government and private sector engage in a holistic

response.

9. We raised awareness and requested possible action on

the gap in appointing multicultural professionals in the

judiciary.

Last week SLA wrote to our membership as well as the

broader community regarding the action requiring climate

change.  We requested our community to engage with their

local members to raise the importance of Climate Action soon.

The Prime Minister, Mr Scott Morrison (above) and the Assistant Minister for

Customs, Community Safety and Multicultural Affairs, Mr Jason Wood (below),

addressing the online round table discussions.
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SLA Webinar Series
SLA conducted a number of webinars on a series of topics of

great social significance. The SLA collaborated with other

community organisations, businesses and the Government to

get these forums organised and conducted successfully.

Confronting the Covid-19 Challenges
SLA took the initiative to invite Dr Jan Fizzel from the Office of

the NSW Chief Health Officer to talk about COVID virus, its

spread and the importance of vaccination. The online event
was conducted on the 30th July 2021.

Plastic-free environments
An initiative taken by Mr Mohan Seneviratne, vice president of

the SLA, led to a very useful and timely webinar on the use of

plastics and the global environmental and health impacts. The

forum which was attended by an international audience was

addressed by Dr Anush Amarasinghe on “From Waste to Value,

Tackling the plastic problem in Sri Lanka.  He described

approaches and new initiatives taken in Sri Lanka and globally

on increased plastic recycling, finding alternatives to

unnecessary plastics and reducing the impact of plastic on the

environment. The project also focuses on generating

employment for women in rural areas.
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The follow-up online forum on multicultural wellbeing

The webinar on plastics recycling

Australia launched it’s Plastic plan in March 2021 with the

aims to reduce plastic waste and increase recycling rates
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find alternatives to the plastics we don’t need and to reduce

the quantity of plastics impacting our environment. The plan

and the details are available at the following websites.

https://www.awe.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/nation

al-plastics-plan-2021.pdf

https://www.awe.gov.au/environment/protection/waste/plast

ics-and-packaging/national-plastics-plan

Multicultural Wellbeing Forum
SLA collaborated with Anglicare and Positive Vibes Foundation

to host the Multicultural Wellbeing Forum which was staged in

May 2020.  The Forum explored issues around mental

wellbeing and how the communities can be supported.

Program was established to involve community influencers

and religious leaders from Tamil, Afghan, South Sudanese,

Sudanese, Congolese, Ethiopian and Eritrean communities.  Dr

Poonka Govintharajah, Principal Psychologist spoke at the

forum and shared valuable information and guidelines. A

followup workshop was delivered online in November 2020

and focused on mental wellbeing in the context of COVID-19

lockdown and provided  information on coping mechanisms.

A summary of group discussion will be available on our

website.

Collaborations with the India Club
We collaborated with the India Club on projects of common

interest to our communities. One such initiative was the
Snack & Chat program which was launched on 19 August

2021. It provided a forum for the communities to reconnect

and discuss issues affecting their lives in a social and fun filled

environment.

In addition, we collaborated in the organisation of a webinar

with “Hang Up And Drive” which focused on the perils of

distracted driving and associated safety risks. The webinar was

given by a crash survivor Jacy Good along with her husband

Steve Johnson on not using mobile phones while driving.
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Sudoku Challenge
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A Tribute to Late Mr Sunil de Silva
Dr Palitha Ganewatta

Late Mr. Sunil de Silva was a versatile personality, who was

behind almost every community achievement in NSW since

the day he arrived in Sydney with Senani as permanent

residents of Australia. I was fortunate to have a creative

association with him on numerous occasions.

In the late nineties, when I invited him to act the role of a

father in a short drama I produced for a Sri Lankan community

function, he gladly accepted. The performance was filled with

humour and joy and mesmerised the audience. The

performance demonstrated his remarkable ability as an actor.

Quite unexpectedly, he rang me in 2006 while he was resting

at home after a heart operation. His request was to translate

my first collection of Sinhala short stories into English. I was

delighted by his request and gladly granted permission to do

so. Sunil proficiently translated the stories into English and

named the collection as ‘The Scent of Kinship’, which was

published in the same year by Sarasavi publishers in Colombo.

Later during the same era, he was interested in producing a

drama for ‘Kolam Maduwa’ and requested whether he could

use some of the episodes in my book, The Scent of Kinship’,

depicting the struggle of Sri Lankan migrants to adapt to

Australian multicultural society, in the storyline. The result of

this conversation was his production of ’Bukkos Downunder’

by Sydney Kolam Maduwa in 2014.

One of his greatest achievements in the literary field was

receiving the best translation of the year award in the state

literary festival in Colombo in 2012 for the book he translated

as, ‘Death By Pool’. It was a translation of a Sinhala short story

collection written by a great Sri Lankan writer, Dr Gunadasa

Amarasekera and I was privileged to coordinate that

translation, regularly communicating between Dr.

Amarasekera & Mr Sunil de Silva. Later I was informed by Dr

Amarasekera that the idea of translating his book into English

was germinated in his mind after reading Sunil’s translation of

my short story collection, ‘The Scent of kinship’.

I was severely saddened and shocked to hear his sudden

demise, as I have been planning to hand over the first copy of
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my Novel, which he translated a few months earlier from

Sinhala to English. During the short period of 4 months, he

communicated with me almost every day by emails to discuss

the issues relating to that translation and raised very

important logical concerns he found in the Sinhala text, most

of them was missed by me inadvertently with some factual

inaccuracies. This was clear evidence of his great knowledge of

both Sinhala and English languages and his outstanding

knowledge of the legal sphere, which was his profession being

one time the Attorney General of Sri Lanka. When I thanked

him for his effort in translating, he used to say jokingly, ’don’t

thank me, thank Covid’, as restrictions imposed by COVID-19

pandemic have provided him more free time to do the

translation.

What a humble and remarkable personality! May he attain the

supreme bliss of nibbana!

Do Not Stand at My Grave and Cry

By Mary Elizabeth Frye

Do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there; I do not sleep.

I am a thousand winds that blow,
I am the diamond glints on snow,

I am the sun on ripened grain,
I am the gentle autumn rain.

When you awaken in the morning's hush
I am the swift uplifting rush

Of quiet birds in circled flight.
I am the soft stars that shine at night.

Do not stand at my grave and cry,
I am not there; I did not die.

Source:

https://www.familyfriendpoems.com/poem/do-not-stand-by-my-gra

ve-and-weep-by-mary-elizabeth-frye
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Sunil de Silva, former Attorney General of
Sri Lanka
Nimal Bandara, Consul General, Cyprus

Mr. Sunil Chandra de Silva, who served as the 35th Attorney

General of Sri Lanka from 1988 to 1992, passed away on 28

February 2021 in Sydney, Australia.

Mr. Sunil Chandra de Silva was educated at the Royal College,

Colombo from 1952 to 1958 and graduated from the

University of London in 1961.

He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of

London in 1961, an LLB degree from the University of Ceylon

in 1963 and a Postgraduate Diploma in Diploma in

International Law from the University of London in 1974. He

also studied at the Law College of Sri Lanka in 1961 and

qualified as a Lawyer.

He held various positions in the Attorney General's

Department of Sri Lanka. Also he was a member of the New

South Wales Bar Association of Australia from 1992 to 2017.

He was an active member of a number of Sri Lankan social and

cultural associations based in Sydney, and I had the

opportunity to work closely with him during my tenure as

Consul General of Sri Lanka in Sydney.

May Mr. Sunil Chandra de Silva attains Nibbana!
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Sunil De Silva Keynote Address at
the 73rd Independence
Celebration, Sydney, NSW

[Transcript of the  keynote address by Sunil de Silva – at the 73rd

Independence day celebration by Sri Lankan community groups in Sydney,
Australia on 06 February 2021]

It is an honour to address an event organized by Sinhalese,

Tamil, Malay, Moor, Buddhist, Hindu Christian and Islamic

philosophies and faiths. Today’s combined effort augurs well

and hopefully finds similar events in our motherland.

We are all siblings of one mother, we have our sibling rivalries,

‘I can run faster than my brother, I ‘am better than my sister at

mathematics, I ‘am prettier than my elder sister’ but when it

comes to celebrating the mother’s birthday, they all get

together in baking the cake and preparing the food, and all

join in singing ‘Happy Birthday’

Independence??

What is Independence in the sense of a sovereign nation being

‘Independent’

In today’s Global context – the precepts of International law

and the dictates of moral compulsion discourages any State

however powerful and however wealthy, from acting without

restraints.  It is only within these parameters that a sovereign

state can conduct its affairs as the people of that state require

the state to conduct its affairs.

Where a state is ruled by foreign powers – Colonised – the

policies are determined externally – some Colonists were

reasonably benevolent – only sucking off the nations’

resources like the proverbial bee – others were rapacious

plunderers.
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We in Sri Lanka have gone through these phases. Even after

Independence in 1948 a few external controls bound our state

till 1972 when Sri Lanka became a republic, and the position of

the Governor General was abolished.

Let us leave that discussion for another day.

My brief today is the acknowledgement of the National Heroes

who made even the limited overthrow of the Colonial rule and

not an analysis of whether the ‘Independence’ was absolute’

or ‘conditional’

On February 4 1948 Ceylon [as we then were] had a two

chamber, bicameral legislature, a House of Representatives of

101 members. 95 elected by popular vote and 6 appointed by

the Governor General on the advice of the Prime Minister. The

elected Members of the lower house was increased to 145 by

the 4th Amendment to the Constitution.

The six appointed members were usually from the European

and Burgher communities, and from Indian Tamil and Muslim

or Malay Communities. On occasion a member was nominated

to represent an unrepresented cast.

The Senate consisted of 30 members, 15 elected by the House

of Representatives and 15 appointed by the Governor General.

The Governor General was the representative of the Monarch

in Britain. However, the Prime Minister and the Parliament

became increasingly powerful and the Governor General

became more of a figurehead.

I recall a Member of Parliament wanting to move a resolution

that the Governor General’s salary be reduced to Seven

Rupees Fifty Cents. Asked how he arrived at that figure he

responded ‘That is cost of a rubber stamp’

- Lanka - Thambapanni – Taprobane – Ceylon -Sri Lanka

Human remains and archeologically excavated and have been

scientifically dated. They have been designated as those of the

Balangoda Man and scientifically dated to be about 38,000 in

antiquity. These Mesolithic hunter gatherers lived in caves,

such as the Batadombalena and Fa Hien Caves.

There also was evidence that barley and oats had been grown

on the Horton Plains around 15,000 BC,

Granite tools, remnants of earthenware and human remains

dated to be 6000 BC have been discovered at Warana

Rajamaha Viharaya.

So, the land we call Sri Lanka – the Resplendent Isle -

supported human life spread over different parts of the

country. Around the sixth century BC, these indigenous
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populations were augmented by regular arrivals from India,

mostly from Bengal.

Our recorded history spans over two thousand five hundred

years – we base our historical narrative on Pali chronicles like

the Mahavamsa, Deepawansa and Culavamsa. These records

show the emergence of the Sinhalese and the introduction of

Buddhism. It is of course true that recorders of history glorify

those Rulers who the writer approves of at the expense of the

others who were less acceptable. We need to find

independent corroboration by dating inscriptions and human

and other remains to give us a clearer picture.

That said, it is undisputed that we enjoyed

One thousand four hundred years of the glory of the

Anurahdapura period 377 BC to 1017 AD and two centuries of

the grandeur of the Polonnaruwa period.  Interspersed with

invasions and Tamil rulers like Elara.

We had ‘domestic’ ‘indigenous’ rulers, whether benevolent or

otherwise, united or divided into kingdoms and regions but

rulers of our own.

Did the Kings have uncontrolled power?

Were they not bound by divine or philosophical constraints?

When we quote ‘devo vassatu kaalenea’ The Gods in our

Constitution, - does it not imply that unless

‘…governments, rulers and kings are righteous…’ they

cannot expect ‘… the gods to shower rain in due season and

ensure the right conditions for good fortune.

Through our ancient and glorious past, we were ruled by Kings

- some good and others not so good.  Good or bad, they were

‘our kings’ Arab traders, Chinese merchants and mendicant

monks Fahien, IIbn Batuta, Marco Polo visited us, but did not

interfere with our way of life.

The story changed in 1505 –

In 1505, an ‘ill wind’ blew a Portuguese Galleon to shelter in

our natural harbour at Galle and very soon they took control

of our maritime provinces by force of arms.  The Portuguese

infused some aspects of western life and religion. Bread, Wine

mode of dress, Kamisa, Kaba Kurththu,  Sapththu, Thoppi

shoes and almirahs to store the garments.

In 1658 we sought the aid of the Dutch to rid us of the

Portuguese, but the change of pillow did not ease the

headache. The Dutch organized a legal structure for land and

civil law, with Thombu’s for record keeping and Roman Dutch

Law as civil laws.
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However, our Kandyan Law, Thesavalami, and Muslim Law, the

Customary Laws remained applicable to those customarily

governed by those laws. [This is a subject too fraught with

issues to be discussed at a forum such as we have today]

The British arrived in 1796 and by the treaty of Amiens in 1802

annexed most of our country as a Colony – attempts by the

British forces to capture Kandy were repulsed by heroic battles

of the Sinhalese forces and the rugged terrain.

It was thirteen years later that internal squabbling fomented

by the British among the rulers of the Kandyan aristocracy

enabled the British to establish rule over the whole country.

Foreign powers seeking control fomenting internal division is a

danger to which we must remain vigilant even today.

At the time of the Kandyan convention 1815, Sinhalese law

was the common law.  It was customary law, known to the

people. Our law was found in Sannasas – Palm Leaf

Inscriptions – later codified as the Niti-Niganduwa. Justice was

administered by a judge and marred by no sophisticated

interpretation.  There were no lawyers then!

The Supreme Court of Sri Lanka was established in 1801 with

jurisdiction over all parts of the Country except the Kandyan

Kingdom. In the local courts, civil servants dispensed justice,

seeking assistance of the chiefs, and started recording and

documenting customs that were recognised as law.

The British ruled our land and people to be useful to them –

English – Arithmetic – Geography to make us useful clerical

staff – Dictation – Spelling- Copybook script and Secretarial

skills to make us competent secretaries. No subjects useful for

the development of the potential in the country were on the

curriculum.

The land was used to cultivate coffee, tea, rubber and coconut

with marginal concern for conservation and sustainable use.

The Sri Lankan path to independence relied on parallel

streams.

The religious and cultural uprisings,  Violent rebellions-

Sophisticated negotiations and the impact of the liberation

movements in India.

History shows that - foreign rulers are often overthrown by

insurrections and rebellions.  We in Sri Lanka have had our

share of rebellions. Keppetipola Disawe signed the Kandyan

Convention in Sinhala to signal his disapproval of the treaty,

and Wariyapola Sri Sumangala is credited with having hauled

down the Union Jack and hoisting the Lion Flag in its place.
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Armed uprisings, the Uva Rebellion of 1818 and the Matale

Rebellion of 1848. Weera Puran Appu, Ven Kudapola and

Gongalegoda Banda are credited as the leaders of the peasant

revolt. Ven Kudapola was executed by a firing squad for what

the British considered treason.

The Matale revolt was more a refusal by the peasants to be

employed as labour in the coffee and tea plantations and

induced the British to indenture labour from India.

Around the same period negotiations with the British was

resulting in a degree of self rule trickling down from the British

rulers.

The Colebrooke–Cameron Commission was appointed in 1833

as a Royal Commission of Eastern Inquiry by the British

Colonial Office, ‘to assess the administration of the island

of Ceylon and to make recommendations for administrative,

financial, economic, and judicial reform. The commission

comprised William MacBean, George Colebrook and Charles

Hay Cameron. Cameron was in charge of investigating the

judicial system. The legal and economic proposals made by the

commission in 1833 were adopted.

They signalled the first manifestation of constitutional

government. Though inadequate, it was a step in the right

direction towards the commencement of a uniform system of

justice, education and civil administration.

The attempts by Governor Frederick North in 1802 to abolish

Rajakariya the ancient system by which the citizens were

compelled to render unpaid service to the king for the use of

land and natural resources which belonged to the king with a

land tax was resisted by the people and the old system

recommenced till 1832 when it was abolished as

recommended by the Cameron-Colebrook Commission.

On the recommendations of the Commission, the Colonial

administration set up the Legislative Council and the Executive

Council in March 1833 as the introduction of a scheme of

representative government in our country. An Executive

Council, consisting of the Governor and five senior British

Officials.

As a second step in 1924 the Manning Reforms added four

unofficial members; they functioned until the Donoughmore

Constitution. In 1931 on the recommendations of the

Commission both Councils were abolished and replaced with

the State Council and the Board of Ministers.

The Donoughmore Commissioners had been appointed by the

Secretary of State, Sydney Webb, who selected Commissioners

who shared his ideas that the British Empire be more

equitable and socialist, and expected the Donoughmore
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Commission to devise a mechanism for every community in

the country to exercise power and enjoy prosperity.

The Commission established adult universal franchise in

Ceylon before any of the ‘non-caucasian’ colonies enjoyed the

right of one adult one vote. Sadly, the ‘so called’ elite

members of all the communities in Ceylon glanced askance at

power sharing with the ‘non-elite’

I would now switch back to what was occurring in the Country

during this period of transition

The Ceylon National Congress (CNC) was founded to agitate

for greater autonomy but split up between one section that

sought independence by gradual modification of the status of

Ceylon; and the more radical groups associated with the

Colombo Youth League, Labour movement of Gunasinghe, and

the Jaffna Youth Congress who sought complete self rule,

following the ‘Swaraj’ movement of Jawaharlal Nehru and

Saojini Naidu in our giant neighbour – India.

Our efforts to achieve independence was somewhat

hampered by internal conflicts, [this is a nest of hornets which

I do not propose to stir]

The leaders D.S. Senanayake, Baron Jayatilleke, Oliver

Gunatilaka, Sir Ponnambalam Arunachalam, Dr C.W.W.

Kannagara, and G.G. Ponnambalam were among those whose

pressure demanding autonomy for Ceylon was having effect.

Those who were insistent on demands for ‘full’ an ‘immediate

independence’ were led by the Lanka Samasamaja party

stalwarts Dr. N.M. Perera,  Dr. Colvin R de Silva, Philip

Gunrwardena, Leslie and Viviyen Gunawardena, Robert

Gunewardena, Edmund Samarakkody, Don Alwin Rajapakse

[the father of two Presidents, Mahinda and Gotabaya

Rajapakse], and K. Natesar Iyer. The others who contributed to

the efforts were George E de Silva, B.H. Aluvihare, D. P.

Jayasuriya, A. Ratnayake and Susantha de Fonseka.

There were peripheral movements by S. J. V. Chelvanayagam

and his party.

At the same time D. S. Senanayke and Oliver Gunatilleke used

the economic lever of contributions to the British War effort

with persuasive skill towards achieving their objective.  J.R.

Jayewardena and Dudley Senanake contemplated

collaboration with the Japanese as an alternative.

A third stream running parallel was the campaigning by the

Buddhist revivalists, Anagarika Dharmapala, Henry Olcott, D.E.

Henry Pedris, C.A. Hewavitharana, Arthur V Dias, Henry

Amarasuriya, Dr W.A.de Silva, Edwin Wijeratne, A.E.

Goonesinghe, Piyadasa Sirisena, John de Silva.

Anagarika Dharmapala left the country due to harassment by a

hostile press and his work was carried on by Walisinghe

Harischandra, Gunapala Malalasekera, and L.H. Mettananda.
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The Inspector General of Police Herbert Dowbiggin [of

Bracegirdle notoriety- he acted on the pressure by the white

plantation Raj to arrest and detain a white skinned activist but

failed to hold him against an habeas corpus writ] who was

accused of using commerce related Sinhala Muslim clashes of

1915 to discredit the revivalist movement and to place the

leaders under arrest. The riots of 1915 had a purely

commercial base but was dragged out as a ‘racial

confrontation]

Sir James Peris is credited with having drafted a memorandum

cataloging these atrocities and with Ponnambalam

Ramanathan and E.W. Perera and then smuggling it to London

in the sole of his shoes, to evade police surveillance and

delivered it to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

Perhaps another factor that hit the economic interests of the

British in Ceylon was the Estate Strikes in 1939 reaching a peak

in the Mool Oya strike supported by the LSSP. Govindan, a

worker was shot by the Police and Dr Colvin R de Silva ran the

claim by the widow before the Commission of Inquiry and

exposed the complicity of the Police and the white planters in

the shooting.

The consequent spread of strikes to other parts of the

plantation areas reached a climax in the Wewessa Estate.

The LSSP continued its agitation resulting in N.M.Perera, Colvin

R de Silva, Philip Gumewardena and Edmund Samarkkody

being arrested. The party continued ‘underground’ with Doric

de Souza, Reggie Senananyake and Leslie Gunewardena

organizing strikes in several key commercial institutions.

We must acknowledge that poets P.B. Alwis Perera, The

Tibetan Ven S. Mahinda, Ananda Rajakaruna, the author of the

poem Sinha Kodiya – Lion Flag, G.H. Perera all made

substantial contributions to raising the fire of the demand for

liberty at grass root level.

The Japanese bombed Colombo in April 1942 and in the

ensuing confusion the incarcerated LSSP leaders escaped and

took refuge in India.  While the LSSP was increasing the

pressure on the Government, the constitutionalists led by D. S.

Senanayake succeeded in winning independence. The

Soulbury constitution was essentially what Senanayake's board

of ministers had drafted in 1944. The promise of Dominion

status and independence itself had been given by the Colonial

Office.

A final and perhaps conclusive effect was the increasing

demand for liberation in our giant neighbor India.

The confluence of the steady flow of the several tiny rivulets

spread over a century and a half that have now swelled into a

mighty river that would brook no opposition in its relentless

urge towards the ocean of national freedom and socialism.

Dominion status followed on 4 February 1948, with D. S.

Senanayke becoming the first Prime Minister of Ceylon. There
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were military treaties with Britain, as the upper ranks of the

armed forces were initially British, and British air and sea

bases remaining intact. From about 1950 the bases were taken

over by the Sri Lankan Forces.

I have attempted to cover a wide spectrum of our history in

the short window time available to me. May I repeat what I

said when I started my speech,  we in Sri Lanka, have had our

share of sibling rivalry and it is my ardent hope that once we

reconcile our issues to celebrate our mother's birthday, that

we continue as reconciled brothers and sisters for as long as

we live. Thank you.

The independence commemoration hall in Colombo, Sri Lanka
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Our 50 years in Sydney
Cecil Weerakoon- SLA President 1990-1991

Those were the days! We were young trendies of the early

seventies, with long hair, wearing bell bottoms, mini- skirts,

1971, Cecil with his VW Beetle            1971, Padma in her Mini Dress

jeans, fancy batik shirts, thick belts etc. I was a city boy born

and bred in Kollupitiya, Colombo 3 and Padma hailed from

Lunugala, Badulla District.

After university education we were employed at the State

Engineering Corporation (SEC). Knowing our plans to travel

overseas for further education, our families thought it was

appropriate that I marry Padma to whom I had a long affair at

the university. We got married on the 26th of February 1971. I

was 26 years old and Padma was just 24. We registered to do

our Post Graduate studies at the University of Technology

(UTS) Sydney.  At that time government approval was also

necessary from the Prime Minister of Ceylon for travel

overseas, especially for foreign exchange remittance, and

study leave approval from SEC, a government corporation. Our

colleague, Sinha Jayasundara, a friend from university who

lived in Sydney, provided us a guarantee of accommodation in

Sydney with a letter from a church run student hostel in

Stanmore, an inner-city suburb. Everything was now in place

for travel to start our next chapter in our life.

On Monday 1st March 1971 we boarded a BOAC VC10 jet (as

first timers) from Katunayake Airport for Singapore. We stayed

in a luxury hotel and the following day we did some shopping

to buy some electronic goods and a camera. My good friend

Sunil Gunawardena was also travelling with us and we

boarded the Qantas jet in the night to Sydney via Darwin. We

arrived at Kingsford Smith Airport Sydney on Wednesday 3rd

morning. The Airport environment looked completely different

to us. All the Airport staff were true blue Australians manning
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the gates, Customs and Immigration cubicles. As the country

was still under the White Australia Policy, we were led

through different entry gates for Customs to clear our

baggage and finally to the Public Arrival Hall. It was easy to

pick my friend Sinha among the waiting throng of people.

During the drive back to the Stanmore Student Hostel Sinha

gave his impression of the city and the country as a whole.

At the modest hostel, Sinha introduced us to Warden J

Habblewhite who showed us our room, the dining room and

introduced us to the cook, a huge German who told us strict

meal times. There was a corner shop, a train station nearby

and access to the city was therefore convenient. Following day,

we took the famous red-rattler train to the Central Station

then walked through the notorious Devonshire Street

passenger tunnel to building 4 to UTS in Broadway for

enrolment for the course. As part of the course of study we

were required to work part time to gain work experience.

Padma later on changed her course to Quantity Surveying,

(QS) graduating as the first female QS to qualify from UTS.

Next day we went job hunting walking up and down George

Street the main street of Sydney and its side streets in the

CBD) Central Business District.  We just walked into lobbies of

buildings with our portfolios to check the directory boards

whether there were any Architects Offices listed. Both of us

found jobs and I got $ 70 a week in York Street and Padma $60

a week in Martin Place on that day. We later found that

females always got a lower pay than the males. These

companies gave us leave to attend lectures on certain

days/hours of the week according to the course timetable.

Both of us started work the following Monday. The office and

staff were very friendly and helpful.

In 1972 the Australian Labor Party led by Gough Whitlam

won the election after 23 years being in the opposition.  The

new government abolished university fees for both local and

foreign students. On November 11th 1975 the Prime Minister

Gough Whitlam was controversially dismissed by the Governor

General Sir John Kerr at the climax of a constitutional crisis.

The irony of the situation was that it was Gough Whitlam who

appointed Sir John Kerr. I remember seeing mass protest rallies

in the CBD in the afternoon.

Life in the CBD was unique, not busy but interesting. Both of

us had our lunch sitting on the benches at Martin Place in

front of the Heritage General Post Office watching people as

they go by. Padma used to buy a rose every day from the

flower stall to put on her hair. The generous flower stall

owner gave Padma free flowers after some time. Most

People appear to be well-mannered and men wore suits,

women wore formal dresses.
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In Padma’s case she wore sarees to work. One of her bosses

asked her to change her dress to western clothes if she

wanted any promotions. She changed her dress and soon

after she was promoted. I opened a bank account at Comm

Bank at 120 Pitt Street Sydney. We later found that it was

harder for females to open bank accounts! There was a

noticeable difference between the mix of the people in the

street now compared to the seventies. You hardly saw a dark

or non- white person at that time. If they did, they will be very

noticeable and will stand out.

Unlike now Sydney structurally was not a sky-scraper city then.

Sydney Harbour Bridge is lovingly called by the locals as the

coat hanger. Australia Square, Circular Quay, Martin Place, Art

Gallery, Museum, Domain, Hyde Park, Lunar Park, Paddy’s

Market, Kings Cross and Chinatown are some of the main

tourist attractions. The Old AMP building was one of the tallest

buildings and provided a rooftop look-out as a popular tourist

attraction. There were no shopping malls, only David Jones in

George Street CBD (now closed) and Grace Brothers (now

Myers) at the corner of George/Market Streets.The Centre

Point Viewing Tower with shops below was opened 40 years

ago. In the front of Wynyard Station access ramps, there was a

Woolworths (now closed) also there was a Coles Supermarket

between George Street and Pitt Street accessed from both

Streets past King Street. None of the Supermarkets sold Indian

spices, rice and dhal, but sold a variety of clothes. We

remember bumping into Yaswant & Shiranee Amaratunga at

Grace Brothers shop escalator during this time.

Padma At work in a Saree in early days in Sydney

In the city the only contact point for Sri-Lankans was the

Ceylon Tea Centre / Trade Commission / Restaurant in

Castlereagh Street. Whenever we bumped into a dark migrant

in the street, we gave a nod or a smile and sometimes spoke in

Sinhala and were thrilled when a reply came back in Sinhala.

Most of the time after small talk details were exchanged and

invitations for a rice & curry meal were made. Most Sri-

Lankan expatriates were professionals, doctors, engineers and
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students (Private/ Scholarship holders). Some of the popular

expatriates we met were Dr. TDD Perera (Tico) &

Lalita(deceased), SEC Engineer Yaswant & Shiranee,  Tiddy &

Indra Wijeratne (both deceased teachers), Don &Indra

Jayasinghe(deceased), Dr Don (deceased) & Lena Wijeratne,

Sadha & Sriyani Ranasinghe, the Wimalaratne family including

late Sam and Edith, Engineer W W Ariyaratne & Manel and her

brother Shanthi  (deceased), Dr. Leslie & Preethi Fernando

(both deceased), MS. Perera & Amita (both deceased) and

several other names too numerous to mention. The best place

to have a hot rice and curry meal was Malaya Restaurant

located in George Street Broadway. Even today Dixon Street

Chinatown is famous for a good Chinese meal. Two shops in

Dixon Street ‘Say Tin Fung’ and ‘Hong Sin’ were visited often

by us. Paddy’s Market was opened on weekends and had all

kinds of produce. We had to drive to Easiey Moses, Jewish

/Indian Spice Shop in Bondi Beach to buy curry powder, rice,

lentils, coriander and other groceries . As a family run shop

their service was legendarily slow. At this time for $5 we could

buy all the groceries for a week from a supermarket. This also

included a frozen chicken and a tin of corn beef. We soon got

used to Sydney and juggled office/ work / study at the same

time. We sponsored Padma’s nephew Sam Masachchi to

Sydney for studies in 1989 who later became the President of

SLA in 2016 and 2017.

Renting a place to stay was a problem for coloured people

during the 70s because of the White Australia Policy that was

still prevalent in many ways. The newspaper Sydney Morning

Herald advertised all rental accommodation on Saturdays. We

ripped the rental section and took an early start on Saturdays

to go hunting for rentals. Most of the time when we knocked

on the door, we were told that it had already been taken,

maybe  because we were coloured. When Padma told this to

her office friends, two of them joined us the next Saturday

when we went in search of rentals. Padma’s friends went in

first and when they were told it was available, they came out

and took us inside and informed the agent that it was for us.

The agent could not refuse and agreed and this is how we

managed to get a terrace for rent in Stanmore in 1971.

Another friend of ours, Mallika Premachandra wanted to

occupy the first floor and we moved from the hostel to the

terrace house after two weeks. After the end of our rental

period we got a 2-bedroom unit in Enfield close to Strathfield

Station. My friend Sunil Gunawardena joined us to occupy the

spare bedroom. At that time we were experimenting with our

cooking skills and quite easily could cook a good meal.

Another friend Prianga De Fonseka came from Newcastle to

join UTS to continue his studies in Sydney. He stayed with us at

the start and soon got himself a job and accommodation. Our

next move was a suburb closer to Sydney, at Glebe Point closer
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to university and work. We rejected an offer by the agent to

purchase the unit for $25000 as we were then committed to

returning to Sri Lanka. Going back to Sri Lanka was postponed

several times due to the changing situations in Sri Lanka. The

education and the future advancement of the children finally

made a decision for us. We have nevertheless helped in the

development of Sri Lanka and returned to see relatives every

two years. We are both Australian Citizens and Dual citizens of

Sri Lanka / Australia. I was appointed a JP (Justice of the Peace)

of NSW on 21st January 2003.

Parramatta Road was the second most popular street in

Sydney and we bought our first car VW Beetle in 1971 from

Parramatta Road car yard. During weekends our Architect

friends got together at the Domain Park to listen to Soapbox

Orators similar to Hyde Park in London. It was very interesting

to listen to arguments arising between the speakers and their

listeners. We also played cricket during the weekend with

UNSW / UTS students. My good friend Mahesh Ranasinghe’s

Gladesville Hospital Cricket ground was our favourite venue.

Cricket/Baila/ Parties were the glue to friendship and

camaraderie among the Sri Lankan expatriates. The formation

of Lions Cricket Club by late Kularatne De Silva helped promote

the game in Sydney and Sri Lanka national teams started

visiting Sydney and the starting of Packer One Day Cricket

Revolution made Cricket very popular.

In 1974 we purchased a new Alfa Romeo Alfasud – a beautiful

car. We drove from Sydney to Adelaide and Melbourne with

Sinha and Lilia(deceased). While in Adelaide on Christmas day

cyclone Tracy hit Darwin. My good friend Dr Palita

Abeywickrema (deceased) was living there with his wife Indra

and family who later moved to Sydney.

When I was the President of the SLA 1990, The Premier of

NSW, Mr Nick Greiner and Mrs Katheryn Greiner were invited

and participated in our Annual Winter Ball in 1990.

The only Buddhist Temple in Sydney was the Thai Temple

called Wat Buddharansee at 88 Stanmore Road, Stanmore, and

it was classified as a  Heritage building and is still used as a

temple today. Rev. Maha Samai was the Abbot of this Thai

Temple and he welcomed Sri Lankans and made a lasting

friendship with our community.

In 1974 I left the private architects office in Clarence Street to

join the Railways of NSW as a temporary employee with an

attractive salary as a (ESR) Eastern Suburbs Railway Design

Architect section. It suited my advancement as it was a new

underground railway system serving the Eastern Suburbs,

running from Redfern to Kingsford. Due to funding cuts the

railway was shortened and terminated at Bondi Junction/ Bus

Rail Interchange. During my service of 30 years in the railway,

the organization changed its name from Public Transport
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Corporation City Rail, Rail Infrastructure Corporation and

Transport Sydney although S R A has been the common name

everybody used for the organization.

I became a permanent staff officer rising to be the Principal

Architect of CityRail retiring in 2004 after the Sydney 2000

Olympic Games. My main contribution to Sydney Rail, is the

introduction and Implementation of Easy Access Standards

throughout the rail system such as lifts, canopies, easy access

toilets for the disabled, tactile tiles for vision impaired,

signage, easy access stairs and ramps, easy access booking

offices etc. to bring Sydney stations to a world quality

standard. There were several Sri Lankan Staff Officers and

Experienced Managers like Terry Fernando Quality Manager,

Jagath Peiris Rail Standards Manager, Don Sandanayake Senior

Signal Design Engineer, Chulani Korathota, Property Manager,

Wimal Karunananda(deceased) Workshop Engineer, Priyani

Ganewatte GeoTechnical Engineer, Arosha Subasinghe and Anil

Kannangara (both Accountants) during my time contributing to

the advancement of the Railways. They all came occasionally

to my office to have friendly chats. When required I recruited

architects to meet tight deadlines.  Sunil Gunawardena, Asoka

Lilleyadde and Bathia Jinasena helped me out.

As Air Ceylon had landing rights to fly to Sydney an attempt

was made in the early seventies by Sri Lanka to have flights to

and from Colombo via Singapore to Sydney. Our family friend

ML Karunadhara came to Sydney as manager of Air Ceylon to

arrange flights in collaboration with UTA French airline and

had an office in Bligh Street CBD. Flights commenced between

Colombo and Sydney and continued until it stopped the

following year due to reasons unknown. After a few years

Emirates Airline arranged a deal with Sri Lankan Air to fly to

Colombo from Sydney. My friend Chandana Wickramaratne

(deceased) was the manager who set up an office in Sydney

once again. The flights resumed again. Chandana arranged a

fantastic night of celebratory Harbour Cruising in the Sydney

Harbour to promote flights which I remember were flying

directly to Colombo and back.

As we had several Architecture Student friends living in Sydney

and Melbourne, there were frequent visits during weekends as

we drove to Melbourne on Friday evening and returned to

work on Monday morning. Friends from Melbourne did vise

versa wanting to see the famous nightlife in Kings Cross in

Sydney.

We always rented a TV during our Semester breaks as a form

of relaxation. The popular shows at that time were Homicide,

Bathurst 500 Car Race, Channel 2 Test Cricket and some old

repeats of Carry- on Series, and Mind your Language-British

comedies.
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In the office room

There were only 4 channels and SBS came later on. I got my

mother down three times to Sydney when all three of my

children were born in 1977, 1980 and 1986. On all three

occasions she stayed for a year each time and she enjoyed her

stay, accompanying us everywhere we visited. As our children

were growing up, I organized Professor Nanda Ellawella

(deceased) to teach Sinhala to about 12 children at my home

in Wahroonga. I provided the teaching material books, etc and

every month on nominated Sundays. I picked up my uncle

from the station and dropped him back after the class. Though

classes did not continue on a long term basis it gave a valuable

experience to our children.  During this time Aunty Letty De

Tissera (deceased) mother of Dr Upali De Tissera (deceased)

conducted Buddhist Classes for Sri Lankan children in her

home at Turramurra. Our children and my friend’s children

attended the classes on Sundays.

Before the Sinhala Cultural Forum (SCF) was formed I fully

supported Somaratne Dissanayake in every way to promote

Sinhala culture in Sydney. During my SLA Presidency in 90-91

Somaratne wanted to launch the SCF and on his request at the

inaugural meeting at Parramatta Public School I informed the

Sri Lankan community what Somaratne had done so far to

promote Sinhala Culture giving him full encouragement from

the SLA point of view.

Padma and I are members of a Poker Group in Sydney which

started playing poker once a month from 1989 started by Dr

Lynie Gunasekera (deceased). The members took turns every

month according to a Roster to play poker in their homes

which is still continued. Dr Raja Bandaranayake leader of the

group edited a book (in 2016) named  “The Sydney Variant”

documenting experiences, policies, practices, joys and

sorrows, highs and lows of the Sri Lankan Poker group of

Sydney dedicated in  memory of Dr. Lynie Gunersekara

(deceased), to celebrate Poker Group’s 25th anniversary.
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The opening of the Opera House was done by the Queen on

20TH October 1973. The famous Old Sydney Town & Museum

at Somersby was opened by Gough Whitlam the Prime

Minister of Australia. Unfortunately it was closed in 1975. The

new Flemington Market was opened in1975. We were able to

enjoy outdoor Drive in Cinemas at Dundas and at Chullora in

the early 70s. The popular African Lion Safari in the

Warragamba Dam area was closed in 1991. We enjoyed these

tourist attractions very much. I remember taking my mother to

the Bowral Tulip Festival in the late seventies.

In October 1973 we took part in the cricket match organized

by expatriate seniors and students at WD & HO Wills

Grounds but could not continue the match due to rain and

the match was abandoned. On that day, Dr. Tico declared

that we should form a club in Sydney, everybody was happy

and cheered and the camaraderie was great. Dr Tico pulled a

piece of paper from his pocket and read out a few names for

the committee. This was how the Sri Lanka Association was

born. There were about 30 to 40 attendees at this historic

meeting.

On the trips back home, we were thankful that drunk-driving

was unheard of at this time in Sydney!!!!!

From 1973, I have been associated with SLA in various

capacities, as committee member, as Secretary, as Vice

President, as President 1990/91 and as Trustee many times

over. In 1974 I was asked to design the Association logo. The

design depicted the Sri Lankan lion standing on the Waratah

Flower which is the NSW State Flower Emblem.

On 4th may 1988 the queen visited Sydney again to open

Darling Harbour and the Chinese Garden which was a gift from

the city of Guanzhou, China, as a sister city friendship with

Sydney. As part of development the Heritage Pyrmont Bridge

was closed off permanently for vehicular traffic. The Sydney

Bi-Centenary Celebrations with the First Fleet Re-enactment

by sailing of Tall Ships were also held in 1988.

In 1987 the Stanmore Thai Buddhist Temple bought a 5

hectare land in Leumeah. Venerable Maha Samai asked me

to design a Buddhist Facility in the land which looked like a

rubber plantation. I designed a complete Monastery with

covered access to a large Shrine Room, Priests bedrooms,

Library, Kitchen/Dining Room, Separate toilets, Entrance

Canopies, Covered Links, Walking Meditation paths, Parking,

Access paths, Landscape gardens and Bo tree precinct. My

good friend Chandra Gunasekera was the engineer in charge.

The design had a Sri Lankan flavour with Kandyan roofs and

Buttress walls. The Monastery is now Heritage Classified

listed. I was requested by Venerable Dharmagavesi to be the

architect of the Master Plan of Lankarama Sri Lanka Buddhist
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Temple in Schofields. It was another 5- hectare property with a

house converted into Priests Bed Rooms, Library, Shrine Room,

Hall, Bo Tree precinct, car parks etc. Later as the temple

developed I was asked to design the Stupa. I used the shape of

Thuparama Dhagaba in Sri Lanka for the design. Pushpa

Ratnayake was the structural engineer. I gave the sketch plans

and delegated the documentation of the Large Meditation

Hall, and an Ablutions/ Amenities block to Architect Bathia

Jinasena. Reverend Mahinda asked me to design the Stupa at

Aloka Meditation Centre at Peats Ridge in 1988 and he asked

Daya Gonsulkorala to do the structural design. I asked my

friend Daya Nammuni Construction Engineer to undertake

supervision during the construction of the stupa at Peats

Ridge.  The stupa is located on top of the hill of the site

overlooking the whole Peats Ridge Area. My wife Padma was

the Quantity Surveyor for Lankarama Stupa and Peats Ridge

Stupa.

Sydney did not have Breath Testing until 1982, nor Speed

Cameras until 1989. On 30th August 1992 the Harbour Tunnel

(2 km long) was opened. Unlike the Harbour Bridge toll of 20

cents then, per crossing towards the city the e-toll for the

tunnel was electronically charged to a credit card.

2010 Poker outing at Terrigal

Sydney Olympics 2000 was a boost to all Sydneysiders. We

were all in a festive mood and we all took part in the

celebrations. We watched a few events live. We were thrilled

when Susanthika Jayasinghe won a Silver medal in her 200m

race. Cathy Freeman made all of Australia proud. Our daughter

was a volunteer at the Sydney 2000 Olympics and Padma and I

are proud of it.
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Since our arrival in 1971, Sydney has been our second home

away from our motherland. We have made long standing

relationships with people and close friends are like our own

relatives. The world- famous Sydney Harbour and Foreshores

including Darling Harbour have given stunning sceneries and

memories. The Fireworks displays annually, Vivid

Presentations, Harbour Festivals, Open Air Operas, Ferry

Races, Easter shows, and finally Sydney 2000 Olympics have

given us memories to remember. The iconic Opera House and

the partner Harbour Bridge, Luna Park with the blue water

background and blue sky have been breathtaking!  Foreign

tourists come all the way to see these views we have enjoyed

for 50 years. Thank You Sydney

Alive at night by Deepika Balasuriya Sydney Vivid Festival, 2021
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Health

Warning Signs of Kidney
Problems
Dr Harold Gunatillake

You’re Always Tired

Kidneys filter waste from your blood and ship it out in your

pee. When your kidneys don’t work right, toxins can build up.

One common tipoff is fatigue. You may feel spent, weak, or

have trouble concentrating. Kidneys make a hormone that tells

your body to create red blood cells. If you have fewer of them,

your blood can’t deliver as much oxygen to your muscles and

brain as they need.

Poor Sleep

Studies show a possible link between sleep apnea and
chronic kidney disease (CKD), which over time damages your
organs and may lead to kidney failure. Sleep apnea may hurt
your kidneys in part by preventing your body from getting
enough oxygen. CKD in turn may cause sleep apnea by
narrowing your throat, toxin buildup, and other ways.

Itchy Skin

This may happen if your kidneys can’t flush out toxins and they

build up in your blood.  That can cause a rash or make you itch

all over. Over time, your kidneys may not be able to balance

the minerals and nutrients in your body. This can lead to

mineral and bone disease, which can make your skin dry and

itchy.

Swollen Face and Feet

When your kidneys can’t get rid of sodium well, fluids build up

in your body. That may lead to puffy hands, feet, ankles, legs,

or a puffy face. You might notice swelling especially in your

feet and ankles. And protein leaking out in your urine can

show up as puffiness around your eyes.

Muscle Cramps

Cramps in your legs and elsewhere can be a sign of poor
kidney function. Imbalance in the levels of sodium, calcium,
potassium, or other electrolytes can interrupt how your
muscles and nerves work.
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Breathlessness

When you have kidney disease, your organs don’t make

enough of a hormone called erythropoietin. The hormones

signal your body to make red blood cells. Without it, you can

get anemia and feel short of breath. Another cause is fluid

buildup. You might have a hard time catching your breath. In
serious cases, lying down may make you feel like you’re
drowning.

Foggy Head

When your kidneys don’t filter all waste out of your body, the
toxins can affect your brain. Anemia also may block your brain
from the oxygen it needs. You may feel dizzy and have trouble
with concentration and memory. You may even become so
confused that you have trouble with simple tasks.

Low Appetite

Kidney disease can cause nausea or vomiting and upset your

stomach. That may leave you with little craving for food. That

sometimes may lead to weight loss.

Foul Breath

When your kidneys can’t filter out waste, it can cause a

condition called uremia. That can make your mouth smell.

Also, toxins in your bloodstream can give food a metallic or off

taste.

Foamy, Brown, or Bloody Urine

Bubbly pee could be a sign of too much protein called

albumin. That can result from kidney issues. So can brownish

or very pale urine. Faulty kidney function also may let blood

leak into your bladder. Blood in your urine also can be caused

by kidney stones, tumors, or an infection.
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Book Review

“Developing Mindfulness in Young
Children” by Shanthi Senadeera
Anula Dissanayake

We are very proud to say that one of our members of the Sri

Lanka Association of New South Wales, Mrs. Shanti Senadeera

has written a book called ``Developing Mindfulness in Young

Children”, on a very appropriate subject to the present day

society.  It is a practical guide for youth, parents, grandparents,

teachers, and others who are interested in child welfare.

The book was written at the invitation of Rev. Dr. H. Punnaji

Thero, the Founder of the Sāma Buddhist Society in Taiwan. It

is published in Taiwan by an international publisher and the

publisher is willing to send this book here to Australia and also

to the UK, US, SL, Canada or any other country on request.

The book is based on her experience as an Early Childhood

Teacher. Shanti Senadeera is an Early Childhood Graduate

Teacher with almost 35 years of experience.  She was a

teacher at North Parramatta Sinhala School and pioneered in

developing the school curriculum and textbooks for primary

classes. She was also a teacher at North Parramatta Dhamma

School and conducted Sil and Meditation programs for primary

school children for Wesak and Poson programs at the

Lankarama Temple, Sydney.

Shanti is also qualified in Pianoforte (Trinity College, UK). She

has produced six CDs with sound tracks of popular Sinhala and

English songs for free distribution and the donations received

were given to charity in Sri Lanka and Australia.

She initiated the Sri Lanka Association (SLANSW) Seniors

Singing Group in 2017 together with Dr Gnani Thenabadu and

some senior members. She selects the appropriate songs

tracks tailor-made to the Singing Group and trains the singers.

The SLANSW Singing Group was invited to sing at various Sri

Lankan events and multicultural functions held throughout the

year. She has been providing music to the monthly Seniors’

Open Day from its inception.

She has written a research paper on, “The Importance of

learning the mother tongue in an adopted country” for

children with special reference to teaching of Sinhala

Language in NSW", it is the first of its kind.

Shanti is an asset to the Sri Lanka Association and the Sri

Lankan community in general. She has always been willing to

help in various ways in the best possible manner. The Sri Lanka

Association of New South Wales wishes her success in all her

endeavours specially with the launching of the book

“Developing Mindfulness in Young Children”.
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Multiculturalism and Challenges
Dr Chandrika Subramaniyan

Solicitor, Speaker, Mediator, Journalist, Academic and Editor-

Tamil Muruasu

               The integrated pattern of human behaviour that

includes thoughts, communication styles, actions, customs,

beliefs, values and institutions to ensure that the needs of the

children, youth and families are met within the context of their

culturally informed world view.

For example , ‘Family’ is defined differently by different

cultures

The concept of an exact time is not used or reinforced in some

cultures.

● Some cultural groups stress the adoration of ancestors.

●  Eye contact varies from culture to culture.

● Physical distance during social interactions varies by

culture.

●  Culture greatly influences attitudes about physical

contact.

● Different cultures regulate the display of emotion

differently

● Some cultures may use different standards for

loudness, speed of delivery, silence, attentiveness and

time to respond to another's point.

When it comes to multiculturalism, the fine line is

respecting and appreciating cultural diversity in addition to

promoting the understanding of unique cultural and ethnic

heritage. It also aims to promote the development of

culturally responsible and responsive curricula. Finally, to

facilitate acquisition of the attitudes, skills, and knowledge

to function in various cultures.

Multiculturalism is part of Australian society. Here, we live

it every day, in our suburbs, in our schools and workplaces,

on our buses and trains. In all these places, Australians

interact with many from different backgrounds. However,

cultural diversity cannot be experienced without some

self-imposed limits. Despite the hurdles we overcome, we

have shown social cohesion, educational attainment,

economic participation, civic integration and enhanced

Australia’s multicultural society as a truly successful

multicultural society.

Our multiculturalism policy emerged in the 1970s.The

challenges in sustaining Australia’s multicultural success

can be categorised as , the civic and non-partisan character

of multiculturalism  which needs its  defense and the

second one concerns the legal architecture of

multiculturalism, which is addressed by the interdiction of

 the Racial Discrimination Act. In particular section 18C

reflects a domestic enactment of Australia’s international

legal obligations as a signatory to the Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. This
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section highlights that   it is unlawful to offend, insult,

humiliate or intimidate someone because of their race.

section 18C to be read in conjunction with  to section 18D

of the Act, which overtly protects freedom of speech.

We should remember to ratify Australian multiculturalism,

we should implement  through the law. The law performs,

among many other things, to express our values as a

society. The Racial Discrimination Act endures to be an

important statement about Australian society’s

commitment to civility and respect.

Evidence suggests that the Australian public has a widely

accepted concept of multiculturalism.  Australian

multiculturalism relishes political ratification from all the

major political parties.

Despite some communities being exposed and engaging

themselves, to vulnerable experiences of racial or religious

vilification, we Australians should engage our joint efforts

to fight against such prejudices where it exists to overcome

all kinds of challenges which may destroy the community

harmony.
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Decolonising Mind through
Desheeya Chintanaya and Higher
Education
Dr. Siri Gamage
Adjunct Associate Professor, Western Sydney University

End of Colonisation?
There is a continuing problem in countries of the global south

including South Asia. People in the formerly colonised

countries mistakenly thought that colonisation ended after

officially gaining independence.  This was not so. Colonial

processes continue in various forms including in the education

field. Centres of hegemonic power in the global north, in

addition to keeping control over the global system of

governance, commerce and trade continue to exercise indirect

control over the affairs of formerly colonised countries by

using manifold methods. This has created various

dependencies on Euro-American knowledge systems,

expertise, institutions and more. This is apparent in social

sciences and humanities, scientific and technological fields,

business operations, multilateral organisations, trade and

commerce to name a few. This article is about the

dependencies that have been created in the knowledge

construction through the Western disciplines. We all

appreciate a university education as at least theoretically it
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provides a passport for an individual’s future career, living

standards, migration and business opportunities etc. In the

case of Sri Lanka and broadly South Asia, what is in operation

is the British model of higher education supplemented by

Continental European and North American disciplinary

knowledge. When we look at the beginnings of the University

College and the University of Ceylon the story becomes

clearer.  They were initiated as part of the European

knowledge project based on modernity – a concept that has

come under significant criticism from Southern/Decolonial

scholars and social scientists e.g. Santos, Mignolo, Connell,

Julian Go, Sujata Patel. Some sociologists based in the UK and

USA also are critical of the modernisation thesis which

stipulated that the development first emerged in Europe and

exported to developing countries where traditional knowledge

prevailed e.g. GG. Bhambra Furthermore the European

knowledge in social sciences –though provincial-was seen as

universally applicable.  This also has come under severe

criticism e.g. Chakrabarty.

As a country that has been subjected to colonisation by three

European imperial centres starting from the 16th century and

the impact of European style education and learning regime

that in effect shaped our way of thinking and doing we need to

think hard on the nature of the education system currently in

place in our schools and universities. We have to examine

whether the knowledge imparted through various disciplines

is fit for the time, our culture and needs?  Nurturing young

minds via education takes place on the basis of imported

knowledge even today. Do we have to be dependent on

European and American knowledge in order to succeed in the

world or is it far more important to stand on our foot in terms

of our own Indigenous (desheeya) knowledge chintana

traditions that were submerged during the colonisation

period?  If it is the latter, where do we find the authors of such

knowledge and their sources?  This is a discussion we need to

have in an organised way led by civil society activists,

educationists and leaders. It seems that the political leaders

are not that keen to follow this path for some reason.

Costs of ‘Free’ Education
It is true that due to free education many of our countrymen

and women from the rural areas and maha vidyalayas were

able to secure a university education and a qualification.  As a

result, they were able to secure public sector employment and

in some cases private sector employment.  In sociology, we

refer to such advancement achieved through education and

employment as social mobility. However, in this process of free

education what did we lose? It is Martin Wickramasinghe who

stated that the middle class gets uprooted from our culture

due to modernity. Does this happen to our graduates who go

through Western style education in the university today? My
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own view is that it happens to some extent because of the

over-emphasis on Western style disciplines by academia and

translated knowledge.  When we study history, political

science, economics, sociology, Philosophy, psychology,

education or even some humanities subjects, academic staff

and students are heavily influenced by the Western thought,

methods, theories and concepts at the expense of local

/desheeya chintanaya.  Though we pride ourselves as having

enjoyed independence since 1948, I do not think our higher

education is free from dependency on Western thought,

philosophy, methods of knowledge seeking and theories. This

is evident in the nature and quality of our research as well.

In the absence of a National research centre focusing on

higher education and guiding research efforts in the

universities, research conducted by university academics is

scattered and incoherent. Funding is provided to individual

academics from government funds as a salary supplement. I

am not even sure if there is a sufficient and central monitoring

mechanism about the research products coming out of

universities.  What needs to happen is that each university

faculty needs to establish a few research centres with a focus

on nationally and academically important focus areas, e.g.

development, migration, gender equality, local/indigenous

knowledge, education, governance, harmony among

communities. Such Centres ought to be provided with

sufficient funding, facilities, staff and other resources. If

necessary, foreign scholars need to be recruited to lead them.

Brain Drain
This is another area of concern. Many of the graduates leave

the country once they obtain qualifications and work for a few

years. They settle down in other countries and leave their

posts in the country. Government needs to do research on the

reasons for such brain drain, which professions are affected,

and how to retain or attract such professionals back to the

country.  Losing that many educated human resources is not

good in anyone’s language.  However, there are no signs that

the present political or educational authorities are taking

active steps to examine the problem or find solutions.

Further Readings

Gunawardene,C.Nawaratne, R. 2017. Brain Drain from Sri Lankan

Universities, Sri Lanka Journal of Social Sciences,40(2).

https://sljss.sljol.info/articles/abstract/10.4038/sljss.v40i2.7541/

Gamage, S. 2018. Indigenous and postcolonial sociology in South Asia, Sri

Lanka Journal of Social Sciences, 41(2).

https://sljss.sljol.info/articles/abstract/10.4038/sljss.v41i2.7696/
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The Art of Simplicity
By Anula Dissanayake

There are many sayings uttered by great philosophers,

scientists, businessmen and many others on simplicity.

These golden sayings were uttered by the Divas of Mankind

from the very ancient times up until today and should be

memorised like the times tables or written on cards and kept

on the places of worship in our houses regardless of religion,

colour, culture or race for a very valid reason in this day and

age.

In this modern era, we have exemplary characters

among the rich and the famous. All-time famous actor

Leonardo Da Caprio drives a Toyota Prius. Sarah Jessica

Parker, actress and style icon dresses her kids in

hand-me-downs, Kristen Bell, another famous actress, lives a

frugal lifestyle even using bikes or public transport to get to

places. Warren Buffet, the billionaire lives in his US$ 31,000

house which he bought in 1950 and drives in his own car to

the airport to pick up his famous billionaire friend Bill Gates.

Ingvar Kamprad (who passed away in 2018), billionaire and

founder of IKEA, drove an old 1993 Volvo for over 20 years,

always got his haircut when he was overseas in a developing

country, bought his clothes mostly from flea markets, always

flew economy class and stayed in budget hotels while
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travelling. Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, gives

away 99% of his earnings while living a minimalist lifestyle.

In general, simplicity is considered to be something common,

cheap, easily attainable, unfashionable, unattractive or not

prominent. So, people get dragged into complexity,

embroilment, glamour, glitter and even striving for artificial

perfection with alterations to one’s body through cosmetic

surgery.

In this day and age, many fail to realise that elegance and style

is not in brand names. When Sofia Hellqvist married the

Crown Prince of Sweden, Carl Philip, she didn’t have anything

round her neck but looked extremely elegant and charming. In

a bid to keep up with fashion, people keep collecting wrist

watches, handbags, belts, clothes, shoes etc- the list is a mile

long one, little realising they are on an endless treadmill.

Seasons change, fashions change, trends change. All the while,

the accumulation is taking over their lives and homes.

The celebrity freelance writer, Dr. Evelyn Lewin, is one of many

who shifted from opulence to minimalism and embraced the

freedom that invariably comes with it. Going from a 100 pairs

of shoes, she now owns only 7 pairs and she is able to walk

out of a shop without carrying huge bags like Julia Roberts in

“Pretty Woman”. Many well known, rich and famous

personalities have followed suit and live simple lives today.
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Shemara Wickramanayake who is the CEO of Macquarie Bank

here in Australia is also known to be a lady not wearing any

jewellery !!!. In my honest opinion however, wearing  beautiful

and elegant jewellery to suit the outfit and the occasion or

maintaining cultural traditions on special occasions may not be

viewed as an act of extravagance.

Today, our living spaces and surrounding environments tend to

get inundated with material things to the point of being

suffocated. They are engulfed with items of various types,

totally and utterly cluttering the homes and garden spaces, no

matter how tiny. We may not be realising that such acts may

lead to suffering from insatiable greed, being the nature of all

human beings. There are various kinds of states of minds that

play a role in facilitating these behaviours such as the hoarding

instinct, a deep rooted sense of insecurity, the practise of

“shop till you drop”, egocentrism and more than anything, the

inability to differentiate between needs and wants.

Similarly, the “Art of Simplicity” is a multi-faceted subject

that’s extremely hard to understand and even harder to

practise. It involves Minimalism, Frugalism, Utilitarianism,

Feng shui and other philosophical thinking from all over the

world. It is also very hard for people to declutter because of

giving various forms of values to things such as glassware,

brassware, ceramics, so on and so forth that one is surrounded

by.

Generally, when there are empty spaces in a house, people

tend to think it is ‘empty’, little realizing that clean and pure air

flows around freely creating positive energy. The moment

items fill up those spaces, the free flow of air is hindered,

stagnates and creates negative energy leading to the

disruption of peace and harmony among the people living in

that space. Empty spaces between essential household items

can produce a pleasing environment that brings happiness and

calm to the occupants.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, it became usual for people to

fill up the kitchen cupboards with groceries in a spree of panic

buying. There was hardly any space for the car in the garage

and every nook and cranny was cramped with online

purchases, electronic gadgets, artistic items, collector’s items,
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big items, heavy items, expensive items etc. Even the thought

of decluttering creates anxiety in many of them.

The day we find, as Albert Einstein said, the “Courage to go in

the Opposite Direction”, to declutter and get rid of “things”,

we will realise that “less is more”, thus finding the courage to

part with those once cherished items, discovering a feeling of

relief. We will start breathing fresh air again, paving the way

for a new way of life, sharing their wealth and money with the

less fortunate. Our “extra” money becomes more meaningful

because it’s given away to the needy and the “Art of

Simplicity” becomes a guiding star in our lives.

(I acknowledge and  thank the owners of the images shown here

used merely for educational and social advancement purposes)

Harry Solomon, Archibald Entry

The artist Chris Jamieson’s entry to 2021 Archibald prize

This beautiful portrait of our own Legendary Businessman and

Cricket Extraordinaire, Harry Solomon, was an entry for the

Archibald prize in 2021. Harry wrote “This lifelike massive

masterpiece took Chris two whole years to complete and as you can

see, is an absolute compliment to his talent. It can be temporarily

viewed at the Kingsgrove Sports museum. What is even more

fascinating is the extraordinary frame put together by his young son

Ashston, made out of a combination of old cricket bats. Thank you

Lal Wickramatunga for providing details.
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The Birth of the Sri Lanka
Association of NSW in Sydney
Cecil Weerakoon, SLA President 1990-1991

My wife and I arrived in Sydney on 03-March 1971 to continue

with our post- graduate studies in Architecture. Those good

old days Sydney was a different city. The Opera House was still

under construction and there was no Darling Harbour.

The Sri Lankan Tea Commission in Castlereagh Street, Sydney

was the only contact point for Sri Lankan expatriates. As there

were very few Sri Lankans the urge to socialise with our kind

was paramount. Whenever we bumped into a Sri Lankan we

were thrilled and always made friendships and mostly ended

up at their homes for a meal.

A group of Sri Lankan Architectural & Engineering

postgraduate students from NSWIT/UTS and UNSW made

friendship with Dr Derrick Perera, known as Tico (who had a

practice in St Marys) and Mr Tiddy Wijeratne, and his wife

Indra both were Maths Teachers (now deceased who were

living in Randwick). They were popularly known as Dr Tico and

Uncle Tiddy among students. If anyone wanted a good Sri

Lankan curry meal, all students knew where to go. If anyone

required medical treatment one knew where to go. A good

curry and cricket were the glue to having a good time, while Dr

Tico was reminiscing about Sri Lanka, Uncle Tiddy an ardent

cricket enthusiast, provided the chemistry to set up a Sri

Lankan club in Sydney. Dr Tico being a political animal, a

numbers man, hatched a plan with Tiddy to gather expatriate

Sri Lankans to form an Association or Club. To have a social

cricket match was the obvious solution. The birth of our Sri

Lanka Association took place on a rainy Sunday afternoon in

October 1973 at the cricket pavilion in Kensington.

Students Sadha Ranasinghe and Ivor de Silva organised the

WD & HO Wills cricket grounds and pavilion as well as cricket

gear through the UNSW Gymnasium, for a Sunday weekend in

October in 1973. Sadha and his wife Sriyani are now residing in

Melbourne. They were living close to Uncle Tiddy in Randwick

at the time. Through the grape wine and by telephone the

event was advertised while catering was handled by the wives

with a smile. About 30 to 40 expatriates attended the event,

mostly students and their spouses, a few Permanent

Residents, Dr Tico’s colleagues like Dr. Don Wijeratne (now

deceased) and a few other professional migrants. We were

excited as it was the first time we were meeting as a group of

expatriate Sri Lankans. For the record purposes I have listed

names of the attendees of this historic gathering. I believe my

memory has served me right and I have confirmed names of

most attendees of this inaugural meeting. If I missed anyone

please forgive my memory. It must be also noted that some of

the attendees have passed away and are recorded accordingly.

*Dr TDD Perera and wife Lalitha(deceased)

*Mr Tiddy Wijeratne (deceased) and wife Indra (deceased),

son Asoka and daughter Chandani (deceased)
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*Mr Sadha Ranasinghe and wife Sriyani (now in Melbourne)

*Mr Sam Wimalaratne(deceased) and wife Edith (deceased)

and daughters

*Mr Shanti Wimalaratne (deceased)

*Dr Don Wijeratne(deceased) and wife Lena, daughter Kamani

and son Chanaka

*Mr Sinha Jayasundara and wife Lilia (deceased)

*Mr Cecil Weerakoon and wife Padma

*Mr Wije Ariyaratne and wife Manel

*Mr Don Jayasinghe and wife Indrani (deceased) and daughter

Priyani

*Mr Mahesh Ranasinghe

*Mr Daya Nammuni and wife Srimali

*Mr Ivor De Silva

*Mr Prianga De Fonseka

*Mr Ajith Peris

*Dr Sivagurunathan (deceased) and wife Indra

*Ms. Mallika Premachandra

*Mr Barry van Dort and wife Maureen (deceased)

* Mr.Fernando, the Trade Commissioner in Sydney

*Mr Sam Samarasekera (deceased)

*Mr Amarasiri Nagodawithana (deceased) and wife Lakshmi

*Mr. Sunil Gunawardena

Going back to the social cricket match, the weather turned

sour in the afternoon and the match had to be abandoned. It

was time to enjoy the sumptuous meal of rice and curry. Baila

singing and dancing commenced immediately after lunch. It

was like a family party as serving and housekeeping was done

by the ladies. Drink-driving was unheard of during this period

in Sydney.

The platform was now ready for Dr Tico to carry out the plan

he had orchestrated from the beginning. He simply announced

that we should form a Sri Lankan Club or Association in Sydney

for everybody to meet and get together. There were cheers

from the gathering, jubilation and more cheers. Tico pulled out

a piece of paper and read out the names of a well selected

committee to serve us. He proposed the name of Dr George

Ratnavale (now deceased) , a distinguished man as the first

President in absentia. I am sure Dr Tico might have discussed

his plan with him previously. Other names proposed and

cheered on were Mr Sam Wimalaratne(deceased) as Vice

President, Mr Tiddy Wijeratne (deceased) and Dr. Don

Wijeratne (deceased) as Joint Secretaries, and Mr Sinha

Jayasundara, Mr Sadha Ranasinghe, Mr. Don Jayasinghe, were

proposed Committee Members. I have no recollection of the

names of other nominated committee members. It must be
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noted that, not a single dissenting voice or objection to these

proceedings arose as the camaraderie was so great. Every

attendee was happy as we had something to look forward to

in the future. This was the beginning of the Sri Lanka

Association of N.S.W. All this would not have happened

without Dr Tico, Tiddy uncle and a group (about 12) of post-

graduate students including myself in 1973.

Mr Tiddy Wijeratne and Dr Derrick Perera (Dr Tico), two of the pioneering

members of the SLA.

More Baila, singing, drinking, and dancing carried on until

dusk, and I remember helping with the cleaning up after this

memorable event.

According to Sadha my friend the very first committee

meeting was held at no 4 Wharf Road Rozelle, the residence

of the President. Mrs Sutami Ratnavale provided food, drinks

and refreshments. Subsequent committee meetings were

held at the Vice President's residence in Rose Bay. This

practice of conducting the committee meetings at the

residences of the Office Bearers generally continues up until

today.

Padma and I attended the very first Social Gathering after the

inaugural cricket match was held at the Asiana Centre,

Ashfield, a large two storey mansion in late 1973. Ajith Pieris,

the son of a former Trade Commissioner in Sydney organised

the venue as he was one of the residents living there. As usual

all the ladies undertook to provide home cooked dinner and

everybody had a good night.

The Insignia Logo of the SLA of N.S.W. was designed by me on

the request of the committee in 1994. I used the design of a

shield with the Lion holding the Sword (as in Sri Lanka flag),

sitting on top of the Waratah flower (which is the State Flower

of NSW). The inaugural year, “1973” is depicted in the bottom.

The first Annual General Meeting was held in 1974. The first

Annual Dance later known as Winter Ball; the main fundraiser

of the Association was reported to have been held at the
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Reception Centre in Rozelle (1974). The subsequent Balls were

held at Noah’s Hotel (1975), The Catholic Club (1976), Rosebay

Golf Club (1977) and in venues of various 5 star city hotels

every year thereafter.

In 1977/1978 the need for a set of governance rules, a

constitution was felt by the committee. A two (2) page

constitution (1978) with seven (7) objectives are recorded in

the past documents. It was updated to (12) objectives in 1994.

Subsequent update was made in 2002. The association was

incorporated and adopted to comply with State laws in

November 2015. The legal name of the Association is Sri Lanka

Association of New South Wales INC.

For the historical record the names of Select Committee

Officers who were nominated at various past AGM’s to

undertake Reviews of the Constitution are as follows:

Ms Mohini Pandithagunawardena (Gunasekera)

Mr MS Perera (deceased)

Mr Cecil Weerakoon

Mr Ananda Amaranath

Mr Titus Gunasekera(deceased)

Mr Imtiaz Issadeen

Mr C Gunasekera

Mr J Abeydeera

The first SLA logo designed by Cecil in 1974

Mr Arul Niles (Secretary)

Mr Sunil de Silva (Advisory) (deceased)

Mr Maithri Panagoda (Advisory)

For historical record purposes the Name and Year of the Past

Presidents are as follows:

October 1973 (Inauguration Year) Dr George

Ratnavale(deceased)

1974/1975 Dr George Ratnavale(deceased)
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1975/1976 Dr George Ratnavale(deceased)

1976/1977 Dr RCJ Rustomjee(deceased)

1977/1978 Dr (Mrs) Lilamani Ruhen(deceased)

1978/1979 Dr (Mrs) Lilamani Ruhen(deceased)

1979/1980 Dr Don Wijeratne(deceased)

1980/1981 Mr Tiddy Wijeratne(deceased)

1981/1982 Mr Titus Gunasekera(deceased)

1982/1983 Dr Don Wijeratne(deceased)

1983/1984 Mr WW Ariyaratne

1984/1985 Dr MB Kappagoda(deceased)

1985/1986 Dr DRL Fernando(deceased)

1986/1987 Dr LS Kotagama(deceased)

1987/1988 Dr Harold Gunatilake

1988/1989 Dr Harold Gunatilake

1989/1990 Dr Palita Abeywickrema(deceased)

1990/1991 Mr Cecil Weerakoon

1991/1992 Mr Lal Gomes

1992/1993 Mrs Freeda Karunaratne

1993/1994 Mr Tilakaratne Subasinghe

1994/1995 Mrs Shirani Wijesena

1995/1996 Mrs Shirani Wijesena

1996/1997 Mrs Shirani Wijesena

1997/1998 Mr Gamini Kulasuriya

1998/1999 Mr Sunil de Silva (deceased)

1999/2000 Mr Roshan Wickremanayake

2000/2001 Mr Sanath Nanayakkara

2001/2002 Mr Ananda Amaranath

2002/2003 Mrs Prinzie Perera

2003/2004 Mr Jayantha Abeydheera

2004/2005 Mr W Ariyaratne

2005/2006 Mr Aubrey Joachim

2006/2007 Mr Roshan Wickremanayake

2007/2008 Mr Kumar Athulathmudali

2008/2009 Dr Ruwan Walpola

2009/2010 Dr Nimal Edirisinghe

2010/2011 Mr Avinder Paul

2011/2012 Mr Roshan Wickremanayake

2012/2013 Prof Shelton Pieris
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2013/2014 Mr Rajan Wije

2014/2015 Dr Ruwan Walpola

2015/2016 Mr Ajith Karunaratne

2016/2017 Mr Sam Masachchi

2017/2018 Mr Sam Masachchi

2018/2019 Dr (Mrs) Gnani Thenabadu

2019/2020 Ms Nalika Padmasena

2020/2021 Ms Nalika Padmasena

Cecil and Padma with MS  Kathryn Greiner at the Winter ball 1990

I am grateful for all the pioneer founder members and the Past

and Present members for diligently caring, nurturing the

survival, advancement of the Sri Lanka Association of New

South Wales.

In conclusion, as a pioneer and founder member I am looking

forward to seeing our Association embark on its 50th Golden

Anniversary in two years in 2023. Congratulations and ‘Well

Done’ to all! May the Association prosper for another 50 years

or more in this country. May the Sri Lankan Association seed

grow to be an everlasting tree in NSW in Australia.

~~ “ ~~ “ ~~

Blue Sapphire, The national Gemstone of Sri Lanka
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My experience as a teacher
Padma Thangarajah

I started my career as a graduate  teacher. I served in different

Schools in Sri Lanka. It was like a dream come true when I

walked into my school as a teacher. Because from the time as

a student at Methodist Girls High School Pt. Pedro, this idea of

becoming a teacher in my future was deep rooted. The

atmosphere and environment of the school where I received

my high school education attracted me much.

My school was situated at Pt. Pedro overlooking the sea. This

school was established by the Weslian Missionaries who came

to SriLanka in the year 1814. The school was located at the

heart of the town and was established nine years later in 1823.

The school environment and the Principal, Ms Everette, a

British national, and the rest of the teachers inspired me to

become a teacher. When I was in my final year in school, I was

elected as the Head Prefect of the school.

My family background too assisted me to choose this field. In

my family there were seven of us. I was the eldest, next to me

I had a sister and five brothers younger. When I was at high

school my brothers were starting schooling. So I had the

privilege of assisting them with the early learning of

alphabets, numbers and such. This upbringing made me

develop a passion for teaching. Consequently, after completing

my degree, I took up teaching as my profession.

As I took up teaching, I felt that I should follow some

guidelines. As  teachers we are influencing the future of the

children by teaching them the skills they need to go out into

the world and succeed while helping them build their self

esteem. Teaching is not all about learning letters and numbers.

It is about learning good behaviour, discipline,values of life to

be polite, respect the elders, helping others, building

confidence in the students to face the future. We start to work

with the young children as they enter school in a fun and

creative setting to make them feel homely. Because as they

enter school at a tender age, we can say from the lap of the

mother into the hands of the teacher which is entirely a

strange surrounding where they find difficult to cope with.

The challenges I faced at the beginning was to study the

intricacies of each child and work towards bringing out their

talents. A teacher should be a person who is easily

approachable by the students and a person who studies their

mind, motivates them and is impartial. Often a little

conversation, a friendly smile, a kind word and a brief

compliment can go a long way to motivate the students to

achieve heights and become good citizens of the world.

When I contemplate my past after retirement,  the old

memories come flashing back. It was a beautiful life and
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experience. Many of my past pupils are in contact with me.

One of my students who is a  doctor  wrote to me  recently

saying  “Thank you teacher for encouraging me to learn more

and work hard. You taught me and disciplined me, you taught

me dignity, and  taught me that I could achieve more than

what I thought I was capable of.  For that reason I owe you

much, teacher. Thank you teacher.” This is the award a teacher

gets for her hard toil.

It is the duty of each and every teacher to discharge her duties

with dedication and determination, because it is a noble job.

Sudoku Challenge
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Book review
“Seya Sankalpana” by
Subhashini Jayatilake

Anula Dissanayake

“Seya Sankalpana” is a collection of 21 poems which can touch

the hearts of anybody who is deeply connected to “Amma

(mother), Appachchi (father), Upan Gama (home town), Apey

lokaya” (our world). The title Seya Sankalpana means the

shadows and the related thoughts presented in a poem. It is a

unique artistic creation because each and every poem is

presented on a page that has a photo that relates to the

theme, the depth of the feelings and emotions conveying

images to the reader. The background photos in colour are

also of Subhashini’s collection that have the elegance and

simplicity that not only match the poems but add vividness.

Subhashini Jayatilake is a banker by profession who migrated

to Australia in 2003 with her husband Jaliya Goonaratne and

their 2 children. She was born and raised in Kurunegala and

studied at Holy Family Convent. She started her career in a

leading bank in Sri Lanka and after moving to Australia, she

continued to work full time in the Financial Services whilst

freelancing her daring scope of imagination in her poetic

craft. 

Her role models and the pillars of strength are her parents.

Her mother, Mrs Mallika Jayatilake who lives in Perth, started

as a school teacher and later became the Principal of Lakdasa

Maha Vidyalaya in Kurunegala. She is Subhashini’s guiding star

in literary work. 

Mr P M Jayatilake, her father was a lawyer by profession and is

the author of ‘Hanthane Geethayak’, ‘Bambara Sara’ and ‘Mal

Mawatha’ trilogy he wrote about University life at Peradeniya

through his own experience. He is the author of  many other

books including Law in English and Sinhalese. The love story

‘Ginidel’ he wrote to the weekly newspaper ‘Dawasa’ was later

published as a novel and caught the hearts of youth of the

1960s in Sri Lanka. He is the obvious inspiration to Subhashini,

offering new perspectives to her writing skills. 

 

Throughout her young age she showed her fascination with

Sinhala and English poetry and in November 2020 she

launched her debut chapbook ‘Seya Sankalpana’. Two of her

favourite leisure activities, photography and writing,

interconnected perfectly in completing the book. The

chapbook has got a very good appraisal from Prof. Wimal

Dissanayake, former lecturer at University of Peradeniya who
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is attached to the Academy for Creative Media at the

University of Hawaii.

Funds raised from ‘Seya Sankalpana’ were donated to

‘Pivithuru Pen Pooja’ project in Sri Lanka that construct water

purification plants in the areas where there is a shortage of

drinking water. Communities in these areas are suffering from

life threatening chronic kidney diseases due to lack of purified

water. Subhashini is very grateful to those who made

contributions to the book, ' ‘Seya Sankalpana” as a result of

which has been successfully completed despite the challenges

during COVID-19 lockdowns in Sri Lanka.

Jaliya has been an exemplary husband who organised the book

launch and made it an utter success while encouraging her

every step of the way. The support her 2 children Devni and

Menuja gave with the setting of the book in the way she

wanted and photography, recording, video settings at the

launch is highly commendable.

She has set up a Facebook page in the name of ‘Seya

Sankalpana’ with the intention of continuing her writing in

Sinhala and English keeping in line with the theme ‘Seya

Sankalpana’. She writes on the ‘Gee Liyamu’ blog managed by

the Writers Guild of Sinhala Cultural Forum in New South

Wales. She is currently working on her next poetry book which

she is hoping to launch early 2022 and she strives to continue

her literary work in the future writing short stories as well.
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